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FOREWORD

Foreword
Dear Readers,
I am the fifth generation of my family to be responsible for the company that
bears our name. Sustainability and the continuous development of Dräger are
an important part of our company’s DNA. Here at Dräger, we are committed
to turning technology into “Technology for Life.” This is our guiding philosophy,
and it gives our day-to-day work an important, deeper meaning. For us, it
means taking responsibility in many different ways: for the quality of our
products, which protect, support, and save lives. For our customers, who
place their trust in our products. For our employees, whom we value and
encourage. For our investors, so that they can sleep at night. For our
environment, so that future generations will be able to live safely and breathe
clean air. For society, to which we feel an obligation.

“We think in generations,
not in quarters.”
Stefan Dräger

Inspired by this duty and our firm belief that every child deserves a good start
into life, we partnered with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Seattle
Children’s Research Institute to develop a new respiratory support system for
newborns and infants suffering from infant respiratory distress syndrome. The
product, which we provide at cost price, has the potential to make an important
contribution to reducing infant mortality, especially in countries with less
advanced healthcare systems. We are taking responsibility for those who are
unable to afford expensive technology.

5
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People who use our products entrust us with their most valuable possession:
their lives or the lives of others. As a result, they have to be able to trust in our
products and their quality at all times. This is our top priority. Our products are
also subject to the strict legal requirements applicable to medical and safety
products.
Encouraging and supporting our employees has always been very important to
us. Company founder Johann Heinrich Dräger set up the company hardship
fund “Hülfe” back in 1897, which was supplemented by a company for the
financing of employee homes in 1910. In 1904, he also introduced a bonus
system designed to give employees a stake in the success of the company
as an incentive for his employees and workers. Back in 1913, my great-
grandfather, Bernhard Dräger, dedicated himself to improving his employees’
working conditions and opened a factory with a “beneficial working environment.” He placed great value on an alcohol-free company, which was anything
but a matter of course at the time. Generally speaking, occupational safety is
a core element of our business and is one of the main aspects of sustainability:
the safety and health of our employees and our customers.
Dräger’s business model is not based on the consumption of resources. We
pay attention to sustainability during the development of our products and
keep an eye on the entire life cycle, from production and operation, all the way
through to product take-back and recycling.

We are constantly working to reduce direct and indirect emissions, water consumption, and waste worldwide, at all our locations.
For 130 years, the future has been every bit as important to us as the present.
We think in the long term, not in quarters. At the present time, investing in
our innovative strength and in sales is the right step for strengthening our
prospects for the future, and it is an important one as well. In exchange, we
are willing to accept lower profitability in the short term. Sustainability is part
of our corporate responsibility. That means addressing the challenges of
tomorrow today—to ensure the world remains a place worth living in for
generations to come.

Best regards,

ABOUT THE REPORT
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ABOUT THE REPORT

About the report
102-50, 102-52

102-54

102-56

This sustainability report was prepared in accordance with the Act on the Strengthening of Non-financial Reporting by Companies in Their Management and Group Management Reports. It has also been revised to meet the
Core1 option under the GRI Standards. In the future, the report will continue to be published annually and provide
information about the progress of our measures and targets.
The report contains Standard Disclosures from the internationally recognized
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. How
ever, we have decided not to use the full GRI structure for improved legibility.
Please refer to the marginal notes and the GRI index in the appendix for an
overview of our non-financial information, which is based on the GRI framework. In the notes to this document, we have also stated how our activities
match up with the respective Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) At the
present time, data is not always gathered for the entire group. Any statements
relating only to parts of the company have been clearly indicated.
In January and February 2019, Internal Audit and the Legal Department audited the sustainability report on behalf of the Audit Committee. The review
revealed no indications of non-compliance with the law and/or of missing content required under law. Following the preliminary examination by the Audit
Committee, the Supervisory Board examined and approved the Sustainability
Report.

1

EXTERNAL RECOGNITION OF OUR SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE

Dräger has been audited by reputable rating agencies. In its corporate rating
from November 2017, oekom research (today known as ISS-oekom) awarded
us its “Prime” label and categorized us as the best company in the “Medical
Equipment” sector. The EcoVadis institute’s CSR assessment also placed
Dräger among the top 7 percent of the sector, earning the company “Silver”
status and distinguish ourselves as a sustainable supplier for our customers.
In 2018, Statista and “brand eins”, an influential business magazin in
Germany, identified the 300 “best partners” that are considered to be
honest, fair, and credible companies. We came in 161st on the list of the
best partners and 6th in the medical devices and products sector.

There are two options for preparing a report in accordance with the GRI Standards: Core and Comprehensive. Core: This option indicates that a report contains the minimum information needed to understand the nature
of the organization, its material topics and related impacts, and how these are managed. Comprehensive: This builds on the Core option by requiring additional disclosures. Source: GRI Standard 101

SUSTAINABILITY AT DRÄGER
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Sustainability at Dräger
102-15

INCLUSION OF SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS

CSR ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AT DRÄGER

IN OUR CORPORATE STRATEGY

The individual functional areas within the company have working groups and
officers to address and promote progress on the respective topics. A circle of
experts, known as the CSR Round Table, has met since 2017 to coordinate
and pool Dräger’s sustainability activities on a group-wide basis. Its members
include the CSR topic officers from the individual functional areas (i.e.,
Environmental Management, Human Resources, Compliance, Occupational
Health and Safety, Supplier Quality Assurance, Quality, Financial Reporting,
and Donation Management). Representatives from Investor Relations, Global
Key Account Management, Accounting, and Corporate Communications also
help ensure that particular attention is paid to our stakeholders’ interests. The
Round Table meets every month and plays an instrumental role in preparing
the CSR report. The overall responsibility for the report lies with Corporate
Communications.

“Lever Schaden as Schimp”—better a loss than a disgrace—is the guiding
principle formulated in Low German by the mother of our company founder.
It guides the company to this day and aptly sums up Dräger’s sustainabilityoriented strategy: Losing money rather than risking the company’s good
reputation and the trust that people have in it remains our guiding principle
and commitment, especially in our dealings with customers, for whom we want
to be the first choice.
In 2017, we identified a number of sustainability topics that are of particular
interest to our stakeholders. Our focus is on those aspects of corporate
responsibility on which our operations have an impact. Dräger usually already
has management approaches at the ready for these areas. Some areas have
also been an integral part of the corporate strategy for many years now,
such as compliance, health management, and environmental management.
Ongoing measures help us maintain or even enhance the high level we have
already achieved. In other areas in which we still see significant potential for
improvement, we set ourselves goals. Scheduled measures help us implement
them within an appropriate time frame. We also aim to improve the company-
wide recording of key performance indicators, which in some areas are
currently only available for Germany.

CEO is the Executive Board member responsible for sustainability. He receives
regular reports on sustainability-related issues. This sustainability report has
been approved by the Executive Board and submitted to the Supervisory
Board’s Audit Committee. The Audit Committee relied on the support of the
Internal Audit department in performing its review of the report.

102-20
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WE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY*
WE PROTECT PEOPLE

			
Occupational health and safety
Targets: – Reducing the accident rate by
20 percent—by 2020

– Converting OHSAS 18001
group certifications to the new
ISO 4500 standard—by the
end of 2019

– First-time certification of the
subsidiaries in Portugal, Great
Britain (medical technology),
and Ireland (medical technology)

Human rights and
working conditions
Targets: – Strengthening diversity and
		 equal opportunity—ongoing

– Setting up a point of contact
for discrimination concerns—by
2019

– Increasing the percentage of
female managers—ongoing
technology)

WE ACT ETHICALLY

WE CREATE VALUE

WE RESPECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

Ethics and integrity

Quality

Environmental protection

Targets: – Enforcement and monitoring of
the implemented compliance
system—ongoing

– Continued systematic
documentation of incidents
through the introduction of an
external, anonymous
hotline—by 2019

Targets: – Keeping the rate of warranty
claims low—ongoing
– Ruling out potential risks

associated with the use of
products during their
development—ongoing

Targets: – Reducing CO2 emissions
by 11 percent—by 2020

– First-time ISO 14001 certification
of the subsidiaries in Portugal,
Great Britain (medical
technology), and Ireland (medical
technology)

– Reducing the fuel consumption of
the company car fleet—ongoing
– Reducing packaging

material—ongoing

– Digitalization: switching to
paperless processes—ongoing

Prevention of corruption
Targets: – Further sensitization of
employees—ongoing

Qualification
Targets: – Enhancing Dräger’s
competitiveness in human
resources. Areas of action
between now and 2023 are:
– competitive working conditions
– leadership
– partnership and health
– future-proof capabilities and
capacities
– organizational development
and change management

* The brochure entitled “We take responsibility” outlines Dräger’s general sustainability policy, on which our CSR activities are based.

Supply chain
Targets: – 75 percent of purchasing volume
should be covered by our supplier
code of conduct—by 2019

– Fundamental overhaul of our
supplier development
program—2019

– Constant monitoring of supplier
performance—ongoing

OUR COMPANY
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Our company
102-1 to 102-3

Dräger is an international leader in the fields of medical and safety technology.
The family-run company was founded in Lübeck, Germany, in 1889 and is
based there to this day. Now a global, publicly traded group, the company has
been led by a member of the Dräger family for five generations.
“Technology for Life” is Dräger’s guiding philosophy. Dräger products protect,
support, and save lives. To do so, we develop, produce, and market system
solutions, equipment, and services for the acute point of care (APOC) in our
medical product portfolio, including perioperative care (products and services
connected to the operating room), critical care, and neonatal care, as well as
emergency care. Our portfolio comprises products for therapy, monitoring,
nformation management, and process support. We are one of the global
market leaders with our products for ventilation, anesthetics, and warming
therapy, as well as related accessories and consumables. In recent years,
we have strengthened our expertise as a system provider with products such
as integrated IT solutions for the operating room and gas management
systems.
Our customers for safety products can be found in the following sectors
and markets: oil and gas, industry, mining, fire services, police, and many
other markets. Our portfolio includes stationary and mobile gas detection
devices, personal protective equipment, professional diving equipment, alcohol
and drug detection devices, and an array of training and customer service
offerings, in addition to projects such as fire training systems and tunnel
rescue trains.

DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION SITES 

Telford

Andover

Oslo Svenljunga
Blyth
Lübeck
Hamburg
Plymouth
Hagen Klášterec

Beijing
Shanghai
Vasai

Santiago de Chile

King William’s Town

Development and production sites

Some of our medical and safety technology products are considered dual-use
products and arms. Please see chapter 2.3, “Dual-use products and arms”
for more details.
POSITIONED FOR GLOBAL BUSINESS



102-4

Dräger is represented in over 190 countries on all continents and maintains its
own sales and service companies in some 50 countries. Our global business



102-6
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OUR COMPANY

is managed in three segments: Europe; the Americas; and Africa, Asia, and
Australia. In addition to our own sales and service companies, we also rely in
many countries on sales partners to sell our products and services.

102-10

102-45
annual report p. 172 ff.

Our development and production sites are located in Germany (Lübeck,
 agen, Hamburg), Chile (Santiago de Chile), China (Shanghai, Beijing), the
H
Czech Republic (Klášterec), India (Vasai), Norway (Oslo), South Africa
(King William’s Town), Sweden (Svenljunga), the United Kingdom (Blyth,
Plymouth), and the U.S. (Andover and Telford). We opened the production
site for ceiling supply units in India (Vasai) in 2018. The site currently
still employs fewer than 20 employees. Please refer to the notes to our
annual report for a list of the consolidated subsidiaries in various
countries.

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND LEGAL FORM

102-5

Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA is a partnership limited by shares under German
law and is the parent company of the Dräger Group. All shareholdings that form
part of global operative business are either directly or indirectly owned by the
parent company.
The capital stock is divided into common and preferred shares. According to
the definition of Deutsche Börse AG, 71.38 percent of common shares are
held by the Dräger family; 67.19 percent of common shares are held by Dr.
Heinrich Dräger GmbH. In addition, members of the Dräger family hold 4.19
percent of voting rights. Of the common shares, 28.62 percent are in free
float. Of the preferred shares, which do not confer voting rights, 100 percent
are in free float. The Dräger preferred shares are included on Deutsche Börse
AG’s TecDAX® and SDAX indices.

NET SALES
Twelve months
in € million			

Europe
America
Africa, Asia, Australia
Total		
thereof medical business
thereof safety business

2018

2017

Change
in %

net of currency effects
in %

1,431.9

1,415.5

+1.2

+2.8

499.3
663.8
2,595.0
1,643.0
952.0

510.4
646.4
2,572.3
1,668.0
904.3

-2.2
+2.7
+0.9
-1.5
+5.3

+4.4
+6.1
+3.9
+1.5
+8.3
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SIZE AND WORKFORCE

annual report p. 79

OUR COMPANY

The market capitalization of the roughly 17.8 million Dräger shares came
to EUR 773 million as of December 31, 2018, compared to EUR 1,170 million
at the end of 2017. Please refer to the Dräger Group’s annual report for the
consolidated balance sheet.
Net sales stood at EUR 2,595.0 million in 2018 (2017: EUR 2,572.3 million).

Of the 14,399 employees worldwide (2017: 13,739) 58.7 percent
worked in sales, marketing, and service, while 20.9 percent worked in
production, quality assurance, logistics, and purchasing, 9.8 percent in
research and development, and 10.6 percent in administration. At the
end of 2018, Dräger had 852 part-time employees (2017: 803). The
percentage of female employees stood at 28.4 percent (2017: 28.5
percent).

KEY WORKFORCE TREND FIGURES
Headcount as of the balance sheet date

Number of employees			
Percentage of female employees		
Number of part-time employees			
Average years with Dräger in Germany		
Average age of employees		
Turnover of employees		
Sick days of work days in Germany		
Accidents in Germany (accidents at work and while commuting to work),Time off sick > 3 days		

%
Years
Years
%
%

December 31, 2018

December 31, 2017

14,399
28.4
852
14
43
5.0
5.8
38

13.739
28.5
803
14
43
5.1
5.8
51

102-8
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102-18

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

annual report p. 58 ff.

OUR COMPANY

Dräger attaches great importance to corporate governance. In an effort to
emphasize this, we apply the German Corporate Governance Code (Deutscher Corporate Governance Kodex—DCGK), which is aimed at stock corporations, to Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA. Deviations from the DCGK’s recommendations are published and justified in accordance with the “comply or
explain” principle. At the present time, there are no deviations requiring explanation. Our corporate governance report describes the features of the management and control structure of Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA, as well as
the significant rights of our shareholders, and explains the special features
compared to a stock corporation.
A partnership limited by shares is a hybrid between a stock corporation and
a limited partnership, with the character of a stock corporation predominating. As is the case at a stock corporation, a partnership limited by shares is
also required by law to have a two-tier management and oversight structure.
The general partner manages the company and its operations, while the
Supervisory Board oversees the company’s management. Drägerwerk
Verwaltungs AG is the general partner of Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA.
It manages the operations of Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA and represents it,
acting through its Executive Board.
The Supervisory Board of Drägerwerk AG &Co. KGaA has 12 members, half
of whom are elected by shareholders and half by employees in accordance

with the German Co-determination Act. The chief purpose of the Supervisory
Board is to oversee the management by the general partner.
In an effort to improve its effectiveness and efficiency, the Supervisory Board
of Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA has established an audit committee in accordance with 5.3.2 of the German Corporate Governance Code and a nomination committee in accordance with 5.3.3 of the code. The Audit Committee
monitors the adequacy and functionality of the company’s external and internal financial reporting system. Together with the statutory auditors, the Audit
Committee discusses the reports drawn up by the Executive Board during the
year, the company’s financial statements, and the audit reports. Drägerwerk
AG & Co. KGaA has set up a Joint Committee as a voluntary, additional body.
The Joint Committee decides on the extraordinary management transactions
by the general partner which require approval as set out in Sec. 23 (2) of the
articles of association of Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA.
Dräger places great value on providing detailed information on the remuneration of the Executive Board, as this forms part of exemplary governance and
transparency for its shareholders.
The remuneration report provides an overview of the amount and structure
of Executive Board remuneration at Dräger and outlines the joint remuneration
system for the Executive Board members and the top management levels at
the group (Top Management Incentive, TMI) to the greatest extent possible.

annual report p. 62 ff.
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OUR COMPANY

Dräger’s remuneration system complies with the requirements of the German
Stock Corporation Act and the German Corporate Governance Code.
The remuneration of the Supervisory Board is also outlined in detail in the
annual report’s remuneration report.
102-13

MEMBERSHIP OF ASSOCIATIONS

Dräger is involved in over 200 organizations and associations worldwide. The
degree of activity ranges from simple memberships (sponsorships) to positions
on governance bodies. For example, a Dräger representative who works in
Quality took over as chairwoman of the “Hamburg/Schleswig-Holstein” regional
group of SPECTARIS, the German high-tech industry association, in 2018.
We are also represented at the German Fire Protection Association; the
International Mines Rescue Body; “Verband für Sicherheit, Gesundheitsschutz
und Umweltschutz bei der Arbeit e.V.” (association for safety, health and
environmental protection at work); and “Berufsgenossenschaft Rohstoffe
und Chemische Industrie” (Employer‘s liability insurance association for raw
materials and chemical industry), to name just a few examples.
Furthermore, we are involved in the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), where we play a role in developing new standards. In
accordance with internal guidelines, no support is afforded to political
parties and associations.

OUR STAKEHOLDERS
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS

Our Stakeholders
102-40

As a global player, Dräger is confronted with the demands of various internal
and external stakeholders. The following list shows which stakeholders we
have taken a closer look at in defining the material sustainability topics.

POWER/INTEREST MATRIX

High

102-42

In order to determine which stakeholders we need to engage with as part of
the sustainability debate, we have mapped them in a power/interest matrix
that indicates the extent of each stakeholder group’s interest in Dräger and
the extent of the stakeholder group’s power over Dräger.

EB

DF

M
WC
M/A/M

INFLUENCE

Internal:
investors, employees, managers, Dräger family, Executive Board, Supervisory
Board, works councils
Economic influences:
competitors, suppliers, service providers, medical customers, safety customers,
lenders, potential investors, analysts, rating agencies, potential employees
Sociocultural influences:
media, neighboring residents, NPOs and interest groups, unions
Technological influences:
research institutes, colleges and universities, industry associations
Environmental and geographic influences:
NPOs and interest groups
Political and legal influences:
lawmakers international, ministries, authorities, municipalities, standards
committees

LM

MC
SC

A

L

RA

Sta

SB
LU

E

I

Med.

NPO
IA

SP/S
NR

Low

RI/C/U
Low

C

PI

INTEREST

PE
High

STAKEHOLDER GROUP
A
NR
SB
IA
WC
SP/S
RI/C/U
DF
M
L
LM
LU
I

Analysts
Neighboring residents
Supervisory Board
Industry associations
Works councils
Service providers incl. suppliers
Research institutes, colleges, and universities
Dräger family
Managers
Lenders
Lawmakers
Labor unions
Investors

MC
SC
E
M/A/M
Med.
Sta
NPO
PI
PE
RA
EB
C

Medical customers
Safety customers
Employees
Ministeries, authorities, municipalities
Media
Standardization committees
Non-profit organizations
Potential investors
Potential employees
Rating agencies
Executive Board
Competitors
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102-43

The respective interests were identified in interviews with various representatives of stakeholder groups in 2017, such as the works council, managers,
and the union. We determined further interests in expert interviews with
representatives from Sales and Investor Relations, among others. In 2017,
we also conducted a global employee survey on sustainability that called on
all employees to tell us their opinion on the relevance of the topics. Their
participation indicates a fundamental interest in the topic. Furthermore, the
survey showed that employees also want to be involved in and informed
about sustainability-related activities at Dräger. The systematic analysis of
questionnaires completed by customers and rating agencies with regard to
our sustainability performance that we have received in the past round out
our stakeholder mapping activities last conducted in 2017. Their findings
have been included in the materiality analysis to help identify our material
sustainability topics.

102-44

OUR STAKEHOLDERS

“If you want your company’s cart
to clear every obstacle quickly,
use your employees’ own
interests to power it”
Heinrich Dräger, 1913

OUR MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS

21
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OUR MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS

Our material sustainability topics
In this report, we provide information on environmental concerns, employee-
related concerns, social concerns, human rights, and efforts to prevent and
combat corruption and bribery—including a wide range of topics whose
relevance for Dräger we identified prior to preparing our report in
2017—pursuant to the German CSR Directive Implementation Act2 (CSRRichtlinie-Umsetzungsgesetz) and Sec. 289b through e of the German
Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch—HGB). In accordance with the
GRI framework used by us, our reporting is based on the areas in which our
operations materially influence our economic, social, and ecological
environment. To this end, we held workshops with the appropriate
departments at the company’s headquarters in Germany.
Furthermore, we have identified topics that are important to our stakeholders
and influence their decisions by way of interviews with experts and with
representatives of the stakeholder groups, as well as a group-wide employee
survey. We have also taken the requirements of rating agencies into
consideration, as well as customer surveys with regard to their sustainability
topics.

In determining our material topics, we identified four areas of action to which we
have classified our sustainability activities. The order in which the topics are
listed is not intended as an indication of their relevance.

SUSTAINABILITY AT DRÄGER

WE PROTECT PEOPLE
Occupational health
and safety
Working conditions
Human rights

WE CREATE VALUE
Product responsibility

The material issues result from the common ground between stakeholder
interests and the significance of our operations’ impact on our environment.
Wherever and whenever possible, we address these topics in greater depth and
state targets. We base our approach on the GRI standards and provide
appropriate key performance indicators on the individual topics.

2

Act on the Strengthening of Non-financial Reporting by Companies in Their Management and Group Management Reports
(Gesetz zur Stärkung der nichtfinanziellen Berichterstattung der Unternehmen in ihren Lage- und Konzernlageberichten)

WE ACT ETHICALLY
Ethics and integrity
Prevention of corruption and
anti-competitive behavior
Dual-use products
and arms

WE RESPECT
OUR ENVIRONMENT

Economic performance

Environmental protection

Training and education

Supply chain
Commitment to society

22
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OUR MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS

102-47

THE FOLLOWING IS AN OVERVIEW OF OUR MATERIAL TOPICS:

WE PROTECT PEOPLE
Occupational health
and safety
(GRI 403)

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Safety products support customers in a wide range of industries in ensuring
and enhancing safety in the workplace. Increasingly, safety services are
also being used by customers for whom we provide customer processes in
part or in full in the field of plant safety, including the chemical and oil and
gas industries in particular. That is why it is especially important to keep an
eye on occupational health and safety at our own company, in the supply
chain, and at our customers.

WE ACT ETHICALLY
ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

We are committed to “Technology for Life.” A commitment of this nature is
only credible if all employees and business partners comply with the highest
possible standards when it comes to integrity. Business-specific rules—such
as on the topics of corruption, antitrust law, or conflicts of interest—provide
assistance in this regard.
PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION AND

Ethics and integrity
(GRI 102-16/17)

Anti-corruption (GRI 205)

ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR
Employment (GRI 401),
labor/management
relations (GRI 402),
diversity and equal
opportunity (GRI 405)

Non-discrimination
(GRI 406), child labor
(GRI 408), forced or
compulsory labor
(GRI 409)

LABOR PRACTICES

Employees are the life force of Dräger. Their expertise, commitment, in
ventiveness, and customer focus are instrumental to our success. Mutual
respect and open and honest communication are some of the principles of
our company. Fair working and pay conditions, constant employee development, and a healthy, individually adaptable work-life balance increase our
attractiveness as an employer.
HUMAN RIGHTS

It is important to us and our stakeholders to respect human rights throughout
the supply chain and prevent forced and child labor.

Dräger disapproves of all corrupt, anti-competitive, and otherwise unlawful
behavior, which it views as not sustainable. Our compliance management
system helps us taking the right steps.
DUAL-USE PRODUCTS AND ARMS

Dräger does not produce weapons or other implements of war that could
harm human life. Some of the personal protective equipment and products for
detecting hazardous substances that we offer have been categorized as
dual-use products or arms. It is our fundamental belief that all life is precious.
Our processes are designed to ensure that we comply with all legal regulations
in our deliveries.

Organizational profile
(GRI 102-2)
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OUR MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS

WE CREATE VALUE
Customer health and
safety (GRI 416),
marketing and labeling
(GRI 417), customer
privacy (GRI 418)

Economic performance
(GRI 201)

Training and education
(GRI 404)

PRODUCT RESPONSIBILIT Y

Our products have a direct influence on health and life, both for patients
who receive treatment with our medical devices and for the users of our
safety products. Premium quality and safety in connection with the use of
our products are therefore core requirements of our business.
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

Creating value is anchored in our company principles, the guidelines for
our entrepreneurial activities. This allows us to make a contribution to social
and individual prosperity. Through our products, solutions, and services, we
also support our customers’ competitiveness—at all our global locations.
TRAINING AND EDUCATION

The qualifications and commitment of all Dräger employees worldwide are
the cornerstone of Dräger’s success. As the largest industrial employer in
the German state of Schleswig-Holstein, Dräger is also one of the most
important providers of vocational training in the region.

WE RESPECT OUR ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Dräger products and services contribute directly and indirectly to protecting
the environment. Our production processes can therefore be classified as
having a low impact on the environment overall. Nevertheless, we constantly
take measures to conserve resources and avoid negative effects on the
climate. Our products also make an important contribution to environmental
protection at our customers’ places of business by ensuring that pollutants
are not released into the environment and preventing environmentally
damaging events.
SUPPLY CHAIN

Our obligations towards individuals, society, and the environment are not
limited only to us. We also expect our suppliers around the world to comply
with the standards they have agreed upon with us which we monitor on a
regular basis.
COMMITMENT TO SOCIET Y

We want to make life a little better every day—even going beyond our
technology. That is why we are involved in many different fields with donations
in kind and monetary donations, and why we support social projects and
activities.

The material sustainability topics listed here are explained in greater detail in the following chapters.

Materials (GRI 301),
energy (GRI 302),
water (GRI 303),
emissions (GRI 305),
effluents and waste
(GRI 306)

Procurement practices
(GRI 204), supplier
human rights assessment (GRI 412), supplier
social assessment
(GRI 414), supplier
environmental assessment (GRI 308)
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1. We protect people
Here at Dräger, we take protecting our employees very seriously. We attach great importance to the topics of occupational
health and safety in particular, not least on account of the sector in which we operate. That is because our devices and
services ensure the safety and protection of people for our customers too. Through good working conditions, we enable our
employees to perform to the best of their abilities. This also means ensuring that they are able to do their work without
encountering discrimination and in an atmosphere that respects their human rights.

1.1 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

In many sectors worldwide, the name Dräger stands for safety at work—in
the chemical industry, in mining, and in fire services. These sectors feature
particularly dangerous working environments. Through our products and
services, we play an instrumental role in making them safer.
Not only do we help our customers meeting their high safety standards, we
also place great value on protecting the health of our employees. That is why
we ensure a safe working environment at Dräger worldwide and promote our
employees’ health beyond the extent required by law.
Through systematic and consistent training on occupational health and safety,
our employees learn proper conduct, thereby helping them avoid accidents
or damage to their health. We regularly evaluate potential occupational
health and safety risks in the workplace, monitor the handling of dangerous

substances, and take the necessary protective measures. We thoroughly
investigate incidents due to errors in occupational health and safety and put
an end to the causes right away. We share the insights gained in the process
with other areas at Dräger that could potentially benefit from them.

GLOBAL OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT

We have also anchored our company principles of environmental protection,
quality, and occupational health and safety in our processes by means of an
integrated management system. The point of doing so is to ensure not only
that we comply with all legal requirements and internal guidelines, but also
that we systematically identify and seize potential for improvement.
The Dräger occupational health and safety management system is based on
binding standards that apply to all units around the world. At the present time,
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41 Dräger companies (2017: 40 companies) are certified in accordance with
the international OH-SAS 18001 standard. As a result, they are subject to an
internal audit process and regular external audits by TÜV Nord GmbH. The
certified units account for approximately 80 percent of the total number of
employees around the world. In 2018, Dräger Chomutov s.r.o. in the Czech
Republic successfully received certification. As a result, all major production
sites are now part of the group certification.
For 2019, we set the goal of having our occupational health and safety
management system certified according to the new international standard
ISO 45001, which replaces OHSAS 18001. The sales branches in Portugal,
Great Britain (medical technology), and Ireland (medical technology) will be
certified for the first time in 2019.
To ensure continuous improvement, each certified company draws up and
monitors environmental and occupational health and safety programs every
year. In 20173, over 560 individual measures were defined or continued from
the prior year. For example, risk analysis software was rolled out in Brazil, and
weekly safety checks and a gym were set up in China. In Germany, a video
on occupational health and safety was produced that illustrates potential
dangers and is intended to encourage safety awareness among managers and
employees. All told, it was possible to implement 90 percent of the measures
as planned.
We also take potential business-related risks into account through the Dräger
occupational health and safety management system. We view these risks as
being low overall. However, it is necessary to take into account the potential
loss of reputation or orders in the event of increased accident rates.
3

Figures for 2018 will be available in the report for 2019.

|
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Furthermore, indirect risks arise from business relationships if contractual
partners violate occupational health and safety regulations or are affected by
adverse incidents, thereby interfering with their performance. We take
supplier and contractor risks related to occupational health and safety into
account in the process of qualifying suppliers and minimize them through
contractual agreements and supplier audits.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH MANAGEMENT

We go beyond our legal obligation to protect our employees’ health and per
formance through ergonomic workplaces, comprehensive medical care,
prevention programs, a wide range of company sporting activities, and our
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systematic approach to occupational health management. This has a positive
impact on job satisfaction, employee motivation and absences.
In over 60 percent of the twenty largest Dräger subsidiaries and production
sites worldwide, we voluntarily offer workplace health promotion.4
At our headquarter in Lübeck, we provide comprehensive medical care in our
health center, which is staffed with occupational physicians, orthopedists, and
physical therapists. Along with the mandatory health screening, our occupational health and safety department offers regular check-ups and general medical
advice. Many of our employees have the opportunity to participate in health
promotion programs and work out at the company gym. In 2018, 2,455
employees (2017: 3,242) took part in one of Dräger’s prevention or health
promotion programs.
403-4
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Following the hazard analysis concerning mental-health risks in fall 2017, a
further survey was conducted on the basis of a company agreement concluded
especially for this purpose. The findings were analyzed and subsequently discussed with managers, who then identified areas of action, discussed them
with employees, and introduced appropriate measures as necessary. The surveys behind the hazard analysis concerning mental-health risks will be successively rolled out at the German Dräger companies.
ACCIDENT RATES

“Vision Zero” is our long-term goal when it comes to occupational health and
safety—because every accident is one too many.

Dräger is a partner of the VISION ZERO campaign of
the International Social Security Association (ISSA).

When it comes to occupational health and safety, Dräger also works closely
with authorities, employee representatives, and employer’s liability insurance
associations. In Germany, measures to reintegrate employees who have been
away from the workplace for an extended period of time due to injury or illness,
for example, are based on company agreements with the respective works
councils and are taken in close cooperation with the works council and
representatives of employees with disabilities.

4

The 20 largest Dräger subsidiaries (by headcount) were located in the following countries in 2018: Germany, the U.S., the Netherlands, China, France, Spain, Japan, Switzerland, Australia, the United Kingdom, Austria,
South Africa, Saudi Arabia, India, Italy, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Singapore, and Belgium. Our production sites are located in Germany, the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Sweden, Norway, the U.S., Chile, South
Africa, China, and India. This list may vary slightly from year to year due to the occasional consolidation of companies or restructuring programs.

403-2
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On the path to an accident-free world, Dräger aims to reduce the accident rate
(LTIR5) by 20 percent worldwide compared to the 2015 benchmark within a
period of five years. In 2015, we set up a global reporting system to record and
evaluate accidents. The accident rates with and without lost time (LTIR and
TRIR) improved significantly year on year in 2018 (see chart).
The vast majority of accidents occur in Germany, where by far the largest
production site is located and where most employees are employed. In contrast
to the last reporting year, a significant improvement was also achieved here.
The LTIR (lost-time incident rate) in Germany fell by 17 percent and the TRIR
(total recordable incident rate) by 33 percent.
Compared to sectors with a high risk potential, the severity of accidents at
Dräger is usually low. Since most accidents are related to people’s actions
and behaviors, our improvement programs focus on measures designed to
raise safety awareness at all levels and to preventively register and eliminate
dangerous situations in Germany.

ACCIDENT RATES (LTIR AND TRIR)
Rate

LTIR
TRIR

2018*

2017

2016

2015

4.7
8.8

5.4
11.0

4.2
9.0

5.1
10.5
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In all areas of production, we are gathering employees’ observations and
assessing how we can neutralize sources of danger. This assessment has
resulted in numerous improvements to certain details that have largely been
developed by the employees themselves. We have evaluated and optimized
the ergonomics of workplace systems, made transport routes safer, and
trained managers extensively.

1.2 LABOR PRACTICES

Employees are the life force of Dräger. Their expertise, commitment, inventiveness, and customer focus make a decisive contribution to Dräger’s success
story. Mutual respect and open and honest communication are some of
the principles of our company. We respect and appreciate our employees as
individuals. A common performance culture spurs us to successfully leverage
the diversity in global networks.
An HR strategy aiming to increase Dräger’s competitiveness was developed in
the reporting period. Key levers for this are are the promotion of performance
and the strengthening of the organization’s willingness to change, as well as
the consistent and systematic advancement of a culture of good leadership and
cooperation. “Competitive working conditions,” “leadership, collaboration, and
health,” “future-proof capabilities and capacities,” and “organizational development and change management” have been identified as areas of action that are
to be addressed over the next five years.

*

Data for 2018 is provisional.

5

The lost-time incident rate (LTIR) is an internationally used key performance indicator to measure the number of workplace accidents with at least one day of lost time per 1 million working hours. The total recordable
incident rate (TRIR), which is also based on working hours, additionally takes into account accidents without lost time that require medical attention. Dräger looks at accidents involving all company employees, excluding
non-business-travel accidents that occur while commuting to or from work.
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ATTRACTIVE WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Demographic change and the shortage of skilled professionals also have an
influence on Dräger. Just like every other company that is active in the market,
we are exposed to the risk of not finding and retaining enough qualified and
committed employees to guarantee the success of our company in the medium
to long term.

401-1

402-1

When it comes to our employees, our goal is therefore to ensure that they
dedicate their ideas and passion to Dräger in the long term through attractive
working conditions, interesting experiences, and a good working environment.
This also has an impact on our employee turnover figures: Employee
turnover at Dräger stood at 5.0 percent Group-wide in the reporting period
(2017: 5.1 percent). Taking into account solely the German Dräger companies,
turnover stood at 2.5 percent in the reporting period (2017: 2.7 percent).
We measure our employees’ satisfaction with their working environment every
two years by way of a company-wide survey. The most recent survey took
place in September 2017. All employees were asked to share their opinions on

GLOBAL EMPLOYEE TURNOVER IN % 

3.6

5.0

2014

2015

7.5

2016

5.1

5.0

2017

2018
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cooperation and leadership. The participation rate stood at 80.5 percent.
Among other things, 85 percent of employees stated as part of the survey that
they were very satisfied with their work and with Dräger as a company, and 87
percent of employees found the guiding philosophy of “Technology for Life” to
be a source of inspiration in their day-to-day work. As planned, no employee
survey took place in the reporting period. The next survey is scheduled for
2019.
In addition, external evaluations provide insight into how we are perceived
in the labor market. After all, we want to be an attractive employer for experienced specialists and the next generation. The trendence Young Professional
Barometer 2018 shows our success. Some 18,000 young professionals
were asked about their employer preferences and according to the survey,
Dräger was the ninth most attractive employer in Germany in the electrical
engineering and electronics sector, earning it the “top 10 most attractive
employers” seal.
Just as in the prior reporting period, Dräger also
performed well in the “trendence Absolventen
barometer 2018”. According to a survey of some
55,000 students, Dräger was again named one of the 100 most attractive
employers in the reporting period.
In addition, Dräger received the Fair Company seal, among
other honors. Fair Company is Germany’s largest and bestknown employer initiative. The member companies have

401-2
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signed a binding pledge to uphold recognized quality
s tandards and accountable rules for internships. Every
year, they are honored with the Fair Company seal for
their responsible and transparent corporate culture.
401-2

CORPORATE SOCIAL BENEFITS

Dräger employees benefit from attractive conditions of employment. Corporate social benefits are a part of this. At Dräger in Germany, these benefits
include subsidized meals at the on-site company restaurant in Lübeck, comprehensive support when it comes to caring for their health, a company
pension plan financed by Dräger, and affordable group direct insurance.
A global analysis shows that our employees are insured against occupational
accidents and diseases in all companies surveyed. In some branches, we
even exceed the statutory requirements.
As a family-run company with roots going back 130 years, we know exactly
how important it is to have a strong family at your side. But family also means
taking responsibility for the people close to you. To ensure this does not
become a burden on top of maintaining a career, Dräger offers a variety of
services designed to help employees in Germany balance work and family
life. Our offerings are designed to help our employees be there for their
children or care for family members while continuing to work.

|
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Flexible working hours, part-time work, mobile working, and telecommuting
are possible, depending on the job and in consultation with the respective
manager. Dräger also works closely with an independent family service pro
vider to offer a 24/7 hotline. Employees can turn to the experts there for
information and advice on childcare and looking after family members in need
of care, as well as advice in difficult situations in life. In addition, 60 all-day
spots for children ages 1 to 6 have been reserved at a day-care center close
to the company’s premises.
In the reporting period, Dräger became the first company in Schleswig-
Holstein, Germany to join the “Unternehmen vernetzen Väter” network, which
aims to help fathers strike a balance between home life and their careers. The
membership gives fathers at Dräger access to special events, presentations,
webinars, and a comprehensive knowledge database, providing them with an
opportunity to network with other fathers at Dräger and at the other member
companies.
In addition, a total of two parent-child offices, each with two workplaces, were
opened in the reporting period. The offices are available to all Dräger Group
employees in Lübeck in the event of a childcare emergency. The parent-child
offices allow parents with children requiring supervision to bring their own
children up to the age of 12 to work with them and keep an eye on them in
case their usual childcare arrangements fall through unexpectedly at the last
minute.
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A special holiday program providing additional childcare assistance for parents
during school holidays is scheduled to open in 2019.
Starting in 2019, certain groups of employees at Dräger in Germany will
also have the option of skipping the bonus to which they are entitled in July of
each year under their collective agreements in favor of eight days off work
to care for an immediate family member at home or to care for a child up to
the age of eight, provided the employee lives in the same household as
the child.
As in some prior years, Dräger organized an employee share program on the
basis of the preferred share for employees of the German Dräger companies
in November 2018. We thereby support direct involvement in our company by
employees. We expect that participation in the success of the company will
increase our employees’ interest in its development. Participating employees
each received a bonus share for every three preferred shares they acquired.
Dräger purchased the bonus shares in regular trading on the stock market. In
2018, a total of 1,172 employees (2017: 1,025) purchased an average of 37
shares (2017: 30) for a total of 43,368 shares (2017: 30,402). Dräger once
again contributed 14,456 bonus shares (2017: 10,134).
Dräger gears its employer benefits towards the country-specific requirements. In principle, Dräger grants all full- and part-time employees the
same benefits. Exceptions apply with regard to entitlement to benefits related
to company pensions or taking sabbaticals, for example. These benefits are

only available to employees in Germany if they have been with the company
for the necessary number of years.
PARENTAL LEAVE AT DRÄGER

Dräger implements the applicable legal conditions in each instance. We
always try to accommodate the individual needs of the person and teams in
question. In Germany, a total of 276 employees (2017: 223)—or slightly less
than 4 percent of the workforce in Germany (2017: 3.4 percent)—took
parental leave in 2018. Women accounted for 25 percent of the employees

401-3
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taking parental leave (2017: 38 percent), with men accounting for 75 percent
(2017: 62 percent).6 The employees returning to work in 2018 took an
average of 4.2 months of parental leave (2017: 5.3). All employees returned
to Dräger after completing their parental leave.

1. WE PROTECT PEOPLE

In Germany, over 200 company agreements reached with the works councils
and their members govern a wide range of topics related to working hours, pay,
IT, and more. They ensure a balance between employer and employee interests.

EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATION BODIES

In Europe, the European works council—the Dräger European Forum (DEF)—
supports cooperation between employees and corporate management. Within
the company, the DEF communicates and represents the interests of all
employees in dealings with the group’s management. It is responsible for matters that concern at least two member states of the European Union. The
European works council therefore complements the existing representation
bodies at plant, company, and national level without limiting their rights. At the
present time, employees from Germany, the Netherlands, France, Spain,
Belgium and the Czech Republic are represented in the DEF.

Our employees are able to look after their interests through directly elected
employee representation bodies within the framework of the respectively
applicable laws. This applies to just under 99 percent of the employees in
Germany (2017: 98 percent), who are represented by a works council. Senior
management is represented by a separate committee. The works council in
Lübeck (41 members), 15 individual works councils with a total of 95 members,
the regional works council for Germany, and the central works council, along
with the youth and trainees’ council and the representatives of employees with
disabilities, ensure that employees’ rights are protected at Dräger. As scheduled,
the members of the works council, the youth and trainees’ council, and the
representatives of employees with disabilities were up for election and convened
following their election in the reporting year.

IG Metall is active at Dräger in Germany in its role as a labor union. The Dräger
companies Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA, Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA,
Dräger Medical Deutschland GmbH, Dräger Medical ANSY GmbH, Dräger
TGM GmbH, Dräger Interservices GmbH, and Dräger Gebäude und Service
GmbH are members of the “NORDMETALL e.V.” employer association. As a
result, they are bound by collective agreements. These Dräger companies
apply the respective collective agreements for the metal and electrical
industries. In Germany, over 90 percent of employees are covered by collective
agreements. The collective agreements for the metal and electrical industries
apply to them, either because they are members of the IG Metall labor union or
have signed individual contracts with corresponding provisions.

All Dräger employees in Germany are entitled to work part time under the
German Part-Time and Temporary Employment Act (Teilzeit- und Befristungs
gesetz). Of the company’s employees in Germany, 2.5 percent worked up to
20 hours a week (2017: 2.6 percent), 6.1 percent up to 30 hours a week
(2017: 6.4 percent), 30.5 percent up to 35 hours a week (2017: 30.4
percent), and 60.9 percent up to 40 hours a week (2017: 60.6 percent).
407-1
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6

The figures for the year 2017 had to be corrected compared to the previous year‘s report, as the quotas for women and men had been reversed.

102-41
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and collective agreement conditions in Germany, regardless of the company
or region in which the employees work. IG Metall is the sole contractual
partner. Special conditions for pay and working hours have been agreed upon
for individual companies at which other collective agreements normally apply
to permit them to deliver performance in line with market conditions in the
long term.
DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

The Dräger “Future Collective Agreement” (Zukunftstarifvertrag Dräger)
entered into force on January 1, 2016. It applies until the end of 2020. In
this agreement, Dräger, the employer association NORDMETALL, and the
trade union IG Metall have retained and enhanced a majority of the provisions
already included in the successful collective agreement from 2010. They are
particularly relevant to the Lübeck site and Germany. Issues such as working
hours, pay, and flexibility were a particular focus in the most recent round of
negotiations. By way of the currently applicable agreement, the contractual
parties have laid solid foundations for Dräger to remain successful at its base
in Germany. The future collective agreement largely standardizes the working

405-1

Dräger is represented in over 190 countries on all continents and maintains
its own sales and service companies in some 50 countries. Diversity is
therefore a key element of our company. In compliance with the applicable
national and international laws, we pursue hiring practices that are free of
discrimination. In Saudi Arabia, for example, Dräger created the structural
and technical conditions in the reporting period that will enable women to be
employed in the legally required form in the future. We aim to increase the
percentage of female employees in Saudi Arabia in the years ahead.
Dräger is also committed to equal opportunity, regardless of ethnic heritage,
gender, age, religion or beliefs, disability, or sexual identity. We value a
diverse workforce, which enables us to benefit from a wide variety of personalities, cultures, ways of thinking, and ideas. It also promotes a corporate
culture to which all employees are able to contribute their potential.
In 2008, Dräger signed the Diversity Charter (Charta der Vielfalt), helping
promote the recognition, appreciation, and consideration of diversity in the
working world.

102-12
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LEADERSHIP MODEL

With the goal that “everyone can set an example,” the globally valid Dräger
guiding principles of good leadership and collaboration were implemented in
our “WeLEAD” leadership model in 2016. “I embrace diversity” is a core
element of “WeLEAD”. In this context, good leadership and collaboration mean
the following, among other things, at Dräger:
– We value diversity and use it to improve results.
– We actively take and integrate different perspectives.
– We appreciate cultural differences and adapt our own conduct accordingly.
Regular events called “WeLEAD Inspirations” were held in the reporting period
to help bring the WeLEAD objectives to life. The topics covered at the events,
along with video excerpts of selected sessions, were documented for all
employees on the Dräger intranet.

|
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WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

Percentage of female employees*
Percentage of women with
HR responsibilities*
Percentage of women in the first level of 		
management below the Executive Board***
Percentage of women in the second level of
management below the Executive Board***

December 31, 2018

December 31, 2017

28.4 %
18.7 %

-- **
-- **

13.9 %

12.1 %

20.7 %

23.3 %

*

Data was collected on the 20 largest Dräger companies and the production sites around the world,
allowing us to cover over 80 percent of Dräger employees.
** Global figures did not become available until fiscal year 2018.
*** These figures apply solely to Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA. The management levels are not
comparable internationally.

WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

Well over a century ago, Bernhard Dräger, the head of the company at the
time, stressed the equal role of women, as sources prove. The maxim back
then continues to apply to this day: We want to find the right persons for the
positions we need to fill. The applicant’s qualifications, and not his or her
gender, are what count. Most of the managers are still male at Dräger.
However, we believe that there are more women at Dräger who would be
suited for a management position than has so far been apparent. We would like

to explore and leverage this potential for the benefit of the entire company.
Therefore, the goal is to raise the percentage of female managers in the long
term by way of these measures.
To advance the cause of women in management as an aspect of diversity, the
Executive Board called on the organization during the reporting period to make
a conscious effort to look for suitable women when filling management
positions and promoting talent with the aim of discovering and leveraging the
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talent of women. New information on networking opportunities, services, and
events for women was provided on Dräger’s intranet in the reporting period.
Initial advisory sessions for interested women were also held.
405-2
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membership. These agreements—and compliance with the legal require
ments regarding the involvement of employee representatives in hiring,
regrouping, and transfers—are designed to ensure that women and men are
paid fairly, regardless of their gender.

EQUAL REMUNERATION FOR WOMEN AND MEN

Women and men are paid according to the same grouping criteria. The re
quirements of the position are the determining factor.
At the German Dräger companies bound by collective agreements, pay for
employees covered by collective agreements is based on the respective
collective agreements, regardless of the respective employee’s union

1.3 HUMAN RIGHTS

Respecting human rights plays an instrumental role in our corporate social
responsibility. Dräger tolerates neither threats nor other forms of violence
against employees in the workplace. The same applies when it comes to child
and forced labor or labor supported by human trafficking both for our own
companies and for our contractual partners.
Dräger treats all people with respect. We expect all employees to treat
colleagues and business partners (i.e., the customers, suppliers, officials,
and other persons with whom Dräger works) politely, fairly, and respectfully.
By doing so, all employees actively protect Dräger’s good reputation. We
firmly believe that an environment of this nature leads to a positive and
productive working atmosphere.
One incident of discrimination was reported during the reporting period
(2017: two). This was still being examined at the time of generating the
report. Data was collected on the 20 largest Dräger subsidiaries and the
production sites around the world7. As a result, we include over 80 percent of
the employees worldwide in our data collection efforts.

7

The 20 largest Dräger subsidiaries (by headcount) were located in the following countries in 2018: Germany, the U.S., the Netherlands, China, France, Spain, Japan, Switzerland, Australia, the United Kingdom, Austria,
South Africa, Saudi Arabia, India, Italy, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Singapore, and Belgium. Our production sites are located in Germany, the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Sweden, Norway, the U.S., Chile, South
Africa, China, and India. This list may vary slightly from year to year due to the occasional consolidation of companies or restructuring programs.

406-1
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Any employees in Germany who feel discriminated against can turn to our
company complaints office. No incidents of discrimination were reported to
the complaints office during the reporting period.
412-3

No investments were made with a volume of more than EUR 25 million at the
20 largest Dräger subsidiaries and at the global production sites. We therefore did not make any significant investments that would have allowed us to
exert a material influence on human rights aspects in the respective region.

408-1, 409-1

Cases of child or forced labor did not occur at any of the 20 largest Dräger
subsidiaries or at any of the global production sites in the reporting period.
All told, Dräger estimates the risk of human rights violations at its business
locations, especially with regard to child and forced labor, to be very low. We
believe the topic to be potentially more relevant in the supply chain, since
we work with more than 2,500 suppliers worldwide.
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2. We act ethically
Here at Dräger, we are committed to “Technology for Life.” A commitment of this nature is only credible if
all boards, employees, and business partners comply with the highest possible standards when it comes to
integrity. We manage this commitment through various guidelines, codes of conduct, and the compliance
management system. Among other things, our compliance organization is required to help prevent corruption
and anti-competitive behavior. Through our products and services, we support people around the world who
entrust our technology with their lives. It is our belief that all life is precious. Our processes are designed to
ensure that we comply with all legal regulations in our deliveries.

2.1 ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

It is a matter of course for us to comply with all applicable laws in every country
in which we operate. Regardless of location or business field, it is the responsibility of every employee—including the management and Executive Board—
to comply with all local applicable laws, our Principles of Business and Conduct,
and all further applicable Dräger guidelines.
102-16

Dräger disapproves all corrupt, anti-competitive, and other unlawful behavior
as not sustainable. Corruption and violations of antitrust law distort com
petition; destroy the trust of customers, business partners, and the public; and
lead to higher costs for all involved.

Our Principles of Business and Conduct provide the general framework for our
everyday responsibility towards our employees and business partners.
All boards and employees are obliged to comply with the Principles of
Business and Conduct, which apply throughout the company. They provide
guidance on preventing corruption and anti-competitive behavior while also
addressing human-rights topics and our responsibility towards the environment. With regard to risk, our Principles of Business and Conduct are
supplemented by further business-specific rules that also apply throughout the company on topics such as corruption, antitrust law, or dealing
with conflicts of interest. These rules also include our supplier code of
conduct.
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Among other things, our Anti-Corruption Directive governs the benefits that
may be promised to, offered to, accepted from, and granted to business
partners and which may not. In addition to the Anti-Corruption Directive, the
Directive on Handling a Potential Conflict of Interest describes the extent to
which employees’ private activities may compete with Dräger’s financial,
business, or ethical interests. They draw potential boundaries between
business and private activities and provide guidance for dealing with potential
conflicts of interest based on easy-to-understand examples.
Our Antitrust Directive specifies our obligation to comply with antitrust law,
describes the basics of antitrust law, and outlines rules of conduct at events
such as association meetings and in dealing with alliances. Free competition
is one of the values for which Dräger stands. Antitrust law, which protects
precisely this free competition, is designed to ensure the greatest possible
selection of products and services at the lowest possible prices. Because
Dräger also benefits from free competition, we do not employ a double
s tandard by circumventing competition through collusion. On the contrary:
Dräger has confidence in its employees and products, in their expertise and
quality, and in its own competitiveness. Dräger invests in precisely these
values that guarantee our lasting success as a company and disapproves of
any forbidden attempts to wield influence or enter into secret agreements
with competitors. Instead, Dräger has invested since its founding in protecting
intellectual property through patents, which ensure the company the exclusive
use of inventions. However, the many patents we hold today are not our only
way of developing the market in a freely competitive atmosphere and
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a dvancing our business. We are also actively involved in standardization and
promote the development of new standards. This benefits all market
participants, first and foremost our customers. That was the case 100 years
ago, with the first standard for carbon dioxide cylinder threads, and it remains
the case today, with the new IEEE standard for secure data transfer in
connected medical devices.
COMPLIANCE ORGANIZATION

The responsibilities of the Executive Board include establishing and monitoring
the group-wide Compliance Management System (CMS). The CMS is based
on three pillars—prevent, detect, and respond—and is subject to a process of
continuous improvement. In its rules of procedure, the Executive Board has
assigned responsibility for compliance to the Chairman of the Executive Board
(“Designated Executive Board Member”), thereby underscoring the relevance
of the topic.
The Corporate Compliance Committee (CCC) develops and implements
appropriate measures to maintain and further enhance the CMS, as delegated
to the CCC by the Executive Board within the organization of duties. The CCC
is supported in this process by the Corporate Compliance Office (CCO).
Both together are referred to as the “Compliance Function.” At the foreign
subsidiaries, the respective Managing Directors are responsible for com
pliance. In some instances, they are supported by local compliance officers.
We further increased the number of compliance officers at our company
in 2018. The local compliance officers are in regular contact with the CCO.
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A Global Compliance Day was held for the second year in a row in 2018. The
event brought together 27 participants (2017: 17) from 20 countries to share
their knowledge and improve their networks.
OVERVIEW OF THE COMPLIANCE ORGANIZATION

Executive Board

Chairman of the Executive Board: Stefan Dräger

Corporate Compliance Committee

Corporate Compliance Office
(Corporate) Compliance Function
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The responsibilities of the Compliance Function at Dräger cover
the following aspects of compliance8:
– anti-corruption
– antitrust law
– fraud (violations of commercial criminal law)
– conflicts of interest
Further compliance risk areas—such as data protection and information
security, customs and export controls, money laundering prevention, or tax
compliance—are handled at Dräger by the responsible departments.
ADVICE

The compliance helpline can be contacted by email. In addition to direct
contact with employees at the Compliance Office and the respective local
compliance officers, it provides an additional tool for internal and external
advice on compliance-relevant matters. The requests for advice are analyzed
and evaluated with regard to potential for improvement in the CMS or potential
internal need for training.
We respond to inquiries by external stakeholders, that we receive for example
as part of supplier audits, cooperatively, across departmental boundaries.

(Foreign) General Managers/Compliance Officers
(Global) Compliance Function

Line of reporting (in compliance matters)

8

Line of delegation

Defined in the rules of procedure of the Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA Corporate Compliance Committee.

WHISTLE-BLOWER SYSTEM AND NON-RETALIATION POLICY

Employees may have legitimate concerns or questions about certain business
practices. We want to learn from mistakes. Dräger encourages its employees
to discuss their concerns directly with their respective managers. If talking to

102-17
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their managers does not solve the problem, or if a discussion of this nature
seems inappropriate, employees have the option to report concerns related
to compliance-relevant or ethically questionable conduct directly to the
Corporate Compliance Office in person, by mail, telephone, or by e-mail
(compliance@draeger.com).
Dräger also has a compliance hotline to allow employees to report tips. If
permissible under data protection law in the individual countries, employees
also have the option to report tips anonymously using the hotline. At the end of
2018, the hotline was available in around 46 countries in which Dräger operates
companies. As a result, it reached 98 percent of all employees. Starting in
2019, we plan to successively implement a web-based whistle-blower system
that will be available not only to our employees, but also to external parties such
as business partners.
It is important to note in this context that Dräger will not permit retaliation
in response to an employee providing information regarding any conduct
reasonably believed to constitute a violation of law, the Dräger Group’s
Principles of Business and Conduct, or other Dräger directives, or in response
to an employee participating in an internal investigation. This non-retaliation
policy is an essential part of our Principles of Business and Conduct.
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2.2 PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION AND ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR
IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS

The systematic documentation and assessment of relevant compliance risks
within the aforementioned aspects of compliance are a key element of Dräger’s
CMS and risk management system. Based on the findings, we derive measures
to address and minimize risks. The compliance risk assessment is designed as
a top-down approach.
The failure to comply with applicable laws and codes of conduct designed to
prevent corruption is a central compliance risk. The material corruption risk
lies in the (potentially) inappropriate granting of advantages or benefits,
either directly by Dräger or indirectly by its sales and distribution partners,
and the (potentially) inappropriate acceptance of advantages or benefits in
purchasing. The materiality of this risk is based on a wide range of individual
potential forms of the inappropriate granting and acceptance of advantages
and benefits.
The failure to comply with antitrust law constitutes a further material
compliance risk. At Dräger, we do not want agreements to be reached that
would open the door to sharing sensitive information with competitors or using
a market-dominating position to the disadvantage of customers or suppliers.
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ASSESSMENT OF OUR BUSINESS LOCATIONS
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In addition to the compliance risk assessment and the resulting measures and
controls, Dräger conducts compliance reviews at selected locations to
determine the compliance maturity of the respective national companies and
identify potential for optimizing the CMS. The CCO conducted compliance
reviews at a total of five companies in 2018 (2017: four). Based on a risk-
oriented assessment plan, the Internal Audit department also assesses the
internal control system (ICS) of selected Dräger’s subsidiaries annually using
business standard audits. Furthermore, Internal Audit conducts compliance
audits. In 2018, Internal Audit conducted a total of 14 business standard
audits (2017: 12) and six compliance audits (2017: eight).
205-2

COMMUNICATION AND TRAINING

Our employees can inform themselves in German and English about the topic
of compliance in general and anti-corruption policies or antitrust law in particular at any time on the Dräger intranet, where they will also find information
about options for reporting concerns or reservations related to specific business conduct.
We expanded the circle of recipients for our newsletter in 2018. As a result,
over 10,700 employees now receive our bilingual compliance newsletter
(2017: 540). Furthermore, every manager is requested to forward the newsletter within their area of responsibility.

9

That is because not all foreign subsidiaries have access to the digital onboarding process yet.

It is important to Dräger that our employees around the world be knowledgeable about the topic of compliance. New employees are informed about the
most important standards and policies on topics such as anti-corruption
measures or antitrust law through the Start@Dräger page. Employees without
access to the Start@Dräger page9 receive a printed copy of the Principles of
Business and Conduct in the Dräger Group and the Compliance Pocket
Guide when they join the company. The Start@Dräger page is constantly
being rolled out in additional countries.
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In addition, our Corporate Integration Program (CIP), that we recommend to
all managers, project managers, and specialists, includes classroom training
courses on the topic of compliance.
We also offer three online compliance training courses: an anti-corruption
training course, an antitrust law training course, and training on dealing
with potential conflicts of interest, which was launched in 2018. The online
compliance training courses are geared towards employees who have been
deemed relevant for specific target groups. While anti-corruption training and
training on dealing with potential conflicts of interest are both mandatory for
managers and nearly all employees worldwide (with the exception of certain
groups of employees, such as those in production), antitrust law training is
geared towards managers and specifically towards employees who are in
close contact with our markets and our customers.
The online training courses have been rolled out worldwide, and access to our
training options is centrally managed. They are available in nine languages
(German, English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Italian, Chinese, Japanese,
and Russian). Employees can only pass the courses if they actively confirm
their knowledge of the respective directives and agree to comply with them.
Worldwide, a total of 9,833 (2017: 9,788) out of 12,182 (2017: 11,673) target
group relevant employees have received anti-corruption and antitrust law
training, as well as training on dealing with potential conflicts of interest.10
Specifically, 5,710 employees received a total of 5,938 hours of anti-

10
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corruption training, of which 4,003 were male and 1,707 were female. A total
of 3,289 employees were trained in antitrust law (2,337 male and 952
female); the total training duration was 3,421 hours. 11,152 employees
(including 3,207 women and 7,945 men) took part in our online training
sessions on dealing with potential conflicts of interest during the reporting
period, investing a total of 3,569 hours.
The standard training process calls for three global training waves
(campaigns) to take place each year. Employees who have already completed
training are invited back every two years to review and refresh their specific
knowledge. New Dräger employees relevant for the target group are invited
to participate in the online training courses within their first six months of
working at Dräger.
The online training courses are supplemented by in-class training on selected
compliance topics that are offered on request or in case a need for training
has been identified.
ASSESSMENT OF SALES AND DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS
AND TRAINING

As a further measure for managing identified risks, a risk-oriented process for
assessing sales and distribution partners (Sales Channel Partner Risk
Assessment [SCRPA]) was introduced throughout the Dräger Group in 2013.
The process requires us to assess our sales and distribution partners when
our business with them exceeds a certain sales benchmark. Furthermore, the

As of February 4, 2019; the difference results from new hires and changes of department, or because training must be repeated every two years. These employees are either involved in a current training campaign or will
be invited to participate in online training in an upcoming campaign. A rate of 100 percent is not possible due to the momentary nature of the statistic.
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depth of the assessment is determined based on a variety of criteria,
including the country in which the sales channel partner is based and where
it does business, the type of sales channel partner, and the existence
of compliance standards (such as an own CoC). On this basis, and using
a system of checks and balances, the local companies decide whether
they are able to enter into a business relationship with the partner. The local
compliance officer or the CCO are consulted if uncertainties arise.
The CCO offers SCPRA training for employees on request over the course of
the year. Process training was held for selected countries and regions in
2018. Most were offered as individual measures, especially in the event of
changes in responsibility at regional or local level.
The CCO is in close contact with process owners and Sales to constantly
improve the process.
102-2-b

2.3 DUAL-USE PRODUCTS AND ARMS

In the interest of enhanced transparency for our stakeholders, this section
contains information about business transactions that could be the subject of
ethical debate. We act in strict compliance with our guiding philosophy,
“Technology for Life”. Dräger does not produce weapons or other implements
of war that could harm human life. However, Dräger’s portfolio also features
dual-use products. Although these products are mainly used in industry, they
also find application in the defense and public safety sectors. These dual-use
products mainly consist of protective equipment and products for detecting
hazardous substances. On a small scale, however, we also market products

11

ERP = enterprise resource planning, a software solution for the management of business processes
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that are classified as arms, including our rebreathers or filter technology for
military vehicles. These products protect and support the lives of anti-terror
units and blue helmets, for example. Total net sales with military customers
and the public safety sector involving armaments account for less than
1 percent of the group’s net sales.
Through due diligence processes and context assessments, we also ensure
that potential customers are trustworthy and do not intend to misuse our
products. We do not enter into a transaction if this trust is not ensured. German
foreign trade laws and regulations, as well as the European dual-use and
embargo regulations, provide the legal framework for our export activities. We
also take into consideration the EU’s sanction lists, which outline persons,
groups, organizations, and/or companies with whom it is strictly forbidden to
do business.
Dräger products categorized as dual-use goods or arms are flagged accordingly
in our database. When an order is recorded in our ERP11 system, we check
whether such products are on the list. We also check all involved partners such
as end customers and dealers against the relevant sanction lists. If necessary,
the order is technically blocked. The block can only be lifted following a review
by trained export control specialists. In addition, we check the combination of
goods and the country involved in the order. For example, any orders for the
LAR 7000 military rebreather destined for a country other than Germany will
trigger further checks and reviews. The same occurs if a non-listed product is
ordered by a military end user in a country subject to a weapons embargo.
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Operating procedures that are available on the intranet and can be accessed
by all Dräger employees are used to check whether approval is necessary.
An application for an export license is filed with the Federal Office for Eco
nomic Affairs and Export Control if approval is necessary and if no simplified
process options (such as a general authorization) are available. Given the
specifics of the order, this office decides independently or consults with
additional government ministries to determine whether an export license may
be issued. The export control team approves the process only after receiving
authorization from the Federal Office for Economic Affairs and Export Control.
In addition, we have instituted processes to ensure that we comply with U.S.
re-export provisions as well as the respective customs and export provisions
when Dräger products are exported from other Dräger sites worldwide.
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WE CREATE VALUE

3.1

Product responsibility

3.2

Economic performance
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3. We create value
We at Dräger create value with our products, which are subject to high quality standards. They help our customers
do their job successfully and create value themselves. The targeted training and education of our employees to
qualify them optimally for the work they do also makes a major contribution to our success. By offering vocational
training to many young people every year, we create value for society. Constant growth, along with stable and
sustainable economic performance, is a fundament for our long-term success and enables us to create jobs that
strengthen the regions in which we operate.
3.1 PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY

SAFE AND RELIABLE PRODUCTS

People need to be able to rely on the quality of our products and services at
all times. Devices from Dräger must therefore meet the highest standards—
from development and production to delivery, sales, and service. For us,
reliability also means products that are more durable and robust than average
and continue to meet the expectations of our customers after years of use.
We apply the same high quality standards to our services as we do to our
products. Every solution we develop aims to make our customers’ work safer,
more productive, and easier. To do so, our service employees always need
the best possible training, regardless of whether they maintain medical
technology devices and equipment or provide critical services around plant
safety. The health and safety of our customers is as important to us as that of
our own employees.

To us, product responsibility means systematically ruling out potential risks
associated with the use of products even during their development. With this
aim in mind, we are constantly expanding our range of methods such as the
process failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA). We aim to find a
customer-oriented, fast solution to errors and problems. To continue constantly
improving our products, we focus on customer intimacy. As part of our
customer process monitoring, we accompany our customers in their working
environments. By doing so, we find out more about the real-life demands in the
field. This knowledge flows into the development of our products. We pay
special attention to making sure our products are easy to use and support
users’ work. Prior to launch, we test our products thoroughly at our certified
test laboratories, and we test their user-friendliness in our own department and
at selected customers’ facilities around the world. From material tests and

416-1
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SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

Satisfied customers are important to Dräger. That is why we use our c ustomer
management system—part of our quality management system—to gauge
whether we are meeting our customers’ needs and are being viewed positively.
To do so, we make use of information concerning customer feedback received
by our local service technicians and dealers, our customer complaints system,
our post-marketing product monitoring system, and a wide range of other
data. We categorize all customer feedback regarding product defects as a
complaint. We use our correction and prevention system to address the
identified grievances and to develop and implement measures aimed at
improving customer satisfaction.
INTEGRATED QUALITY MANAGEMENT

v ibration and shock tests to electro-magnetic compatibility assessments,
Dräger devices have to work flawlessly, even under extreme conditions, before
they get regulatory approval.
We are constantly developing and enhancing our portfolio to meet the needs
of our customers. For example, we certified a product placed on the market in
sterile condition for the first time in 2018, thereby meeting the associated new
regulatory and quality-related requirements. This version of the Polaris
operating room light features a handle that is already sterile upon delivery and
does not need to be sterilized by the customer prior to use, unlike reusable
light handles. We passed the associated external audit without objections.

Dräger’s integrated quality management system meets the international
s tandards ISO 9001 and ISO 13485, helping us comply with binding
quality standards and country-specific requirements. In addition, we also
set our own high-quality targets, both for our products and our services.
We evaluate any complaints about products and derive product-related key
performance indicators and targets based on our findings.
We constantly monitor the rate of warranty claims in relation to the number of
products sold. We aim to maintain our rate between now and 2020 and
achieve additional, targeted improvements for individual products and product
groups.

102-43 to 102-44
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To meet our external certification requirements, we have set up two
certification groups that cover the production sites as well as the sales
and service sites.
In 2018, Dräger successfully completed the first external audit within the
scope of the Medical Device Single Audit Program (MDSAP).
We are constantly working to enhance our integrated quality management
system. To this end, Dräger has appointed global process owners who are
responsible for business processes and supporting processes. The goal is to
meet the current customer needs through these processes. The quality
organization supports the process owners in their efforts so as to ensure that
the processes meet the requirements as defined by law and by the applicable
standards.
With regard to the applicable legal provisions, Dräger is currently imple
menting the new European Medical Device Regulation (MDR), which replaces
the existing Medical Device Directive. Among other things, the new MDR
contains more detailed rules for the clinical evaluation and investigation of
medical devices.
We are also constantly working to enhance our tools for monitoring our quality
system. For example, we have expanded our established digital customer
complaints process for medical products to include our safety products,
thereby optimizing the previous process.
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CUSTOMER PRIVACY

We face a special challenge when it comes to customer privacy, especially
in our business with medical products. Attacks by criminal hackers on
hospitals and the equipment and IT systems are on the rise and are
growing increasingly sophisticated. Because the operating system of a
medical device is in many ways comparable with that of a hightech computer,
and because devices are increasingly connected, they too are among the
potential targets of cyber-attacks. To support our customers optimally,
we started developing a variety of methods at an early stage to protect
our devices—and therefore customer and patient data—from such attacks.
Thanks to our Secure Development Lifeycle, we start paying attention to
protecting products from cyber-attacks during development, ensuring that we
take IT security into account during every stage of the process. This applies
not only to our medical devices, but also to Dräger safety products such as
our breath alcohol ignition interlock device. Moreover immaterial system
components are removed from the product to create hardened operating
systems that are designed to keep potential targets to a minimum.
In addition to all these measures, we also trust the expertise of other
developers, IT security researchers, and our customers, who can use our
Product Security Page to report potential risks to us. As a result, our
customers can have faith that their data is optimally protected from un
authorized access.

418-1
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We received no complaints concerning the protection of the customer‘s
p rivacy or the violation of data protection in the reporting year.
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Dräger aims to achieve three main goals through its DVA-based management:
– profitable growth
– increasing operating efficiency
– increasing capital efficiency

3.2 ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

In order to achieve long-term success, Dräger has to generate steady
growth as well as stable and sustainable economic performance. Dräger
uses a value-driven management system to increase company value in the
long term that is based on the performance indicator Dräger Value Added
(DVA).
DVA is the difference between EBIT over the preceding 12 months and
calculated capital costs. Capital costs are determined using average capital
employed in the past 12 months, based on the average cost of equity and
borrowed capital before taxes. The underlying weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) stood at 7.0 percent in 2018.
DVA is reported both for the group as a whole and for the three segments
(Europe; Americas; and Africa, Asia, and Australia). We use DVA to measure
the development of the company’s value and that of its segments. Not only
does Dräger base its strategic decision-making on the development of DVA,
the variable remuneration of Dräger management is also predominantly aligned
with DVA development. The same target system applies to the five members of
the Executive Board, some 180 managers, and around 300 employees not
covered by collective wage agreements. Individual targets are not agreed.

Besides our DVA, we also use net sales and the EBIT margin as key management indicators.
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE INDICATORS IN FISCAL YEAR 2018

201-1

Net of currency effects, our net sales grew by 3.9 percent to EUR 2,595.0
million in fiscal year 2018.

Net sales
EBIT
EBIT margin
DVA

€ million
€ million
%
€ million

2018

2017

2,595.0
62.6
2.4
-26.5

2,572.3
155.7
6.1
70.7

The Executive Board of the general partner and the Supervisory Board will
propose a dividend of EUR 0.19 per preferred share and EUR 0.13 per
common share to the annual shareholders’ meeting on May 10, 2019. This
equates to a total dividend of EUR 4.3 million. Key economic performance
indicators in accordance with the GRI guidelines and their values can be
found in the Dräger Group’s financial reports.
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3.3 TRAINING AND EDUCATION

The main key to the qualification of all employees is lifelong learning, which
Dräger supports to the best of its ability. This starts with comprehensive
vocational training. After that, internal education and training options and
tailored qualification measures ensure a wide range of ongoing training
opportunities—not only for employees, but also for customers.
One of Dräger’s main business fields is ensuring safe working conditions at
our customers’ facilities, where we not only act as a supplier of our products,
but also support our customers from the chemical, oil, and gas industries
during maintenance-related shut-downs by providing well-trained employees
as part of our on-site safety services. This allows us to contribute to their
business performance and create value on the ground.
404-2

PROGRAMS FOR SKILLS MANAGEMENT AND LIFELONG LEARNING

Dräger provides vocational training. In Germany, at least 85 new trainees
and students in dual study courses who are selected from a field of
approximately 1,400 applicants start their training at Dräger in commercial,
technical, and industrial professions every year. Dräger cooperates with
multiple institutions of higher education to train the engineers and business
administrators of tomorrow in the dual Bachelor of Science study courses of
mechanical engineering, medical engineering, electrical engineering, com
puter engineering, industrial engineering, business informatics, and business
administration. We are a founding member of Nordakademie in Elmshorn,

Germany. As a member of “Wissensfabrik—Unternehmen für Deutschland
e.V.”, our commitment to education, training, and entrepreneurship go beyond
our factory premises.
In the reporting period, the business magazine “Capital” and the HR marketing
experts from “Ausbildung.de” and Territory Embrace selected for the second
time the best companies in Germany offering vocational training. With four
out of five stars, Dräger was voted one of the 500 best vocational training
providers in the country.
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In Germany, Dräger employed 214 trainees and 62 students in dual study
courses in 2018. Of those trainees and students, 33 percent were women,
and 67 percent were men. In the reporting period, 72 trainees were offered
employment following completion of their training. Furthermore, high school
and college students can sign up for internships at Dräger.
Dräger also offers employees a variety of advanced training opportunities.
The HR training catalogue offers a wide range of training courses on topics
such as personal skills (including communication, personal development, integration programs, occupational health and safety, data protection, personal
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safety, and first aid), intercultural skills, leadership skills, and project management. An online training catalogue additionally offers courses on basics (such
as the basics of neonatology, anatomy and physiology, pharmacology,
gas detection, or network technology), sales training on individual product
groups, technical training, product user training, and more, such as pricing
and positioning training to prepare participants for the live workshop. Data
protection also plays an important role: In the reporting period, 11,942
employees were trained in data protection-related topics via our online data
protection training courses; the total training duration was 3,479 hours.
Furthermore in more than 100 courses every six months, employees can invest spare time educating themselves about work-related and general topics.
We also hold regular feedback meetings to track our employees’ personal
development. They contribute to efficient skills management. Employees
attend annual appraisal meetings with their direct supervisors in more than
95 percent of the 20 largest Dräger subsidiaries and the group’s global
production sites.12
KNOWLEDGE FOR CUSTOMERS

Our customers also benefit from Dräger’s long-standing experience in training
and education. Through the Dräger Academy, Dräger offers customers
knowledge on products, their application and maintenance, basic technologies, and people as users. It is this knowledge that turns Dräger technology
into “Technology for Life.” Employees at hospitals, in fire services, mining,
industry, or the public sector receive just the training they need to structure
their day-to-day work even more safely and more effectively.

12

The 20 largest Dräger subsidiaries (by headcount) were located in the following countries in 2018: Germany, the U.S., the Netherlands, China, France, Spain, Japan, Switzerland, Australia, the United Kingdom, Austria, South
Africa, Saudi Arabia, India, Italy, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Singapore, and Belgium. Our production sites are located in Germany, the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Sweden, Norway, the U.S., Chile, South Africa, China,
and India. This list may vary slightly from year to year due to the occasional consolidation of companies or restructuring programs.
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4. We respect our environment
We also take responsibility for our surroundings wherever our operations have an impact. This includes protecting
the environment so that future generations can breathe clean air. When selecting our suppliers, we review their
sustainability efforts, thereby assuming overall responsibility. In addition, through our social commitment, we
support society worldwide through projects, activities, as well as donations in kind and money.

4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Dräger products and services contribute directly and indirectly to protecting
the environment. Our production processes are therefore classified as having
a low impact on the environment overall. Nevertheless, we constantly take
measures to conserve resources and avoid negative effects on the climate.
What is more, Dräger products and services help our customers worldwide
live up to their responsibility for people and the environment. For example,
our gas detection systems are implemented around the world to help prevent
hazardous gases or gases that could have a negative environmental impact
from being released into the environment, thereby avoiding environmental
disasters or explosions on oil platforms.
Our customers expect environmentally friendly products, not only during use,
but throughout the entire life cycle. Here at Dräger, environmental protection
is therefore not just our duty, but also an opportunity for us to give ourselves
a competitive advantage with environmentally friendly products and by

c onserving resources. Environmental protection is a core element of our
corporate strategy, which is geared toward increasing value in the long term.
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

We have also anchored our company principles of environmental protection,
quality, and occupational health and safety in our processes by means of an
integrated management system. Environmental management involves setting
out clear responsibilities and processes, as well as planning goals and
measures, including regular internal and external reviews. This ensures not
only that we comply with legal requirements, but also that we systematically
identify and seize potentials for improvement.
We consider the environmental risks from our business activities and our
business relationships to be low overall. We use the Dräger environmental
management system to counter risks that could arise through violations of
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legal
requirements,
environmentally
damaging events, or reductions in the
marketability of our products due to
environmental requirements. We do so
by monitoring applicable legal requirements and following a process for emergency planning. We consider environmental factors as early as during the product
development stage and when we select suppliers
and service providers. This ensures that we counter any indirect risks arising
from business relationships. For example, contracting parties could violate
environmental regulations, they could be involved in environmentally damaging
actions, or their products can’t be delivered any more because they do not
meet environmental requirements.

For 2019, we have set the goal of certifying the sales branches in Portugal,
Great Britain (medical technology), and Ireland (medical technology) in
accordance with ISO 14001.
To ensure that they continuously improve their environmental performance,
each company runs environmental and occupational safety programs every
year. In 201713, for example, over 560 individual measures were defined or
continued from the prior year.
Examples of the measures mentioned here can be found all over the world: In
South Africa, updating our lighting systems is already saving energy. In
France, we organized driver training courses to promote safety and
environmental friendliness. In Germany, electronic workflows in Production
are helping to substantially reduce paper consumption. And in China, we
have taken steps to optimize our use of air conditioning. All told, it was
possible to implement 90 percent of the measures as planned.

The Dräger environmental management system is based on binding s tandards,
which apply to all group companies around the world. We currently have 42
Dräger companies (2017: 41) that are certified pursuant to the international
ISO 14001 standard, and they are all subject to an internal auditing process
as well as regular external audits by TÜV Nord GmbH. These certified
entities account for more than 80 percent of the total number of our
employees around the world. In 2018, Dräger Chomutov s.r.o. in the Czech
Republic successfully received certification. As a result, all major production
sites are now part of the group certification.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCT DESIGN

13

Figures for 2018 will be available in the report for 2019.

Dräger products are subject to the strict regulatory requirements
applicable to medical and safety products. Our customers expect long
operating times and low user costs from our devices. That is why we design
products to be long-lasting, and to save energy and resources without
compromising safety and functionality. We ensure that environmental
aspects are systematically taken into account during the product development stage by enshrining this in the development process in line with the
international standards IEC 60601-1-9 and IEC 62430. This helps us to
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counter the negative environmental impact of our products that could in
p rinciple result from:
– resource consumption due to the materials used
– power consumption by electrical or electronic equipment
– the use of anesthetic gases in anesthetic devices
– waste produced by consumables such as tubes, filters,
Dräger Tubes, and lime
– disposal of products at the end of their service life

disassembly unit in Lübeck, which is a certified waste management company.
We also take back consumables such as filters, Dräger Tubes, and soda lime
for recycling wherever this makes logistical sense. The volume of recycled
soda lime absorber doubled year on year in the reporting period (from 14.5 t
to 30.5 t). Compared to incinerating it as hospital waste, recycling saves
some 600 g of CO2 per absorber, according to an internal life cycle assessment study.

In recent years, we ran extensive training sessions and workshops on environmentally responsible product development at all development sites. We carry
out life-cycle assessments throughout the entire life cycle of our products
in order to consider the impact that they have on the environment. The
results have shown that, for electrical equipment, the main factor in their
environmental impact is their consumption of electricity during the utilization
phase. Production and the materials used have little impact in comparison.
Our focus when it comes to anesthesia devices is on the development of
innovative functions that minimize the consumption of climate-damaging
anesthetics while also reducing operating costs.

WITHDRAWALS AT THE DISASSEMBLY UNIT

We offer professional maintenance and repair services throughout the world
with Dräger Service and ensure a long-term supply of replacement parts and
software updates so that our customers can make full use of their Dräger
devices’ long service life. Dräger pursues a policy of recycling and disposing
of used devices safely with recycling passports14 and our in-house product

14

Medical devices

20.3 t
26.4 t

Respiratory filters

13.3 t
18.8 t

Test tubes
Oxygen selfrescue devices

620 kg
700 kg
1.8 t
3.8 t

Soda lime

20.7 t
36.1 t
3.8 t

Test gas cylinders

2.3 t
Sensors

118 kg
300 kg
2017

2018

Recycling passports contain instructions for disassembly and provide information about the materials and impurities contained in the products. They are based on the EU WEEE guidelines, which require the manufacturers
of electronic devices to make information like this available.
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We ensure the lowest possible use of material and a high degree of re
cyclability, especially when it comes to consumables. Secondary raw materials
(i.e., raw materials that are manufactured from recycled materials) are not
used in consumables due to their high safety technology requirements.

301-2

Due to legal requirements and customer expectations, potentially critical
ingredients are a special focus of our product development. We comply with
the restrictions pertaining to substances in the RoHS II Directive (2011/65/
EU), which apply in the EU to all electrical and electronic devices. Com
parable international regulations such as China RoHS II are also already
being taken into account.

We minimize our use of packaging materials for economic and environmental
reasons. We use reusable packaging where there is regular exchange with
suppliers who are close to production. Otherwise, we mainly use cardboard
that is over 90 percent recycled fiber, FSC certified, and easy to recycle.
MATERIALS

Due to the long service life of most Dräger products, the quantity of materials
used in production is usually only an environmental factor of secondary
importance over the product’s life cycle.

Substances, which are considered to be “substances of very high concern”
pursuant to the EU-REACH ordinance will be subject to mandatory approval
in the future. We have replaced these substances in many Dräger Tubes
(a pollutant analysis system) with alternative materials in recent years,
although there is an exemption for applications like these. We have also
successfully substituted these substances with more environmentally
friendly substances in activated carbon production.
In order to continue to meet stricter requirements relating to product
ingredients at a global level in the future as well, we introduced a systematic
monitoring system in 2015 for substances for which restrictions are fore
seeable or under discussion, and we take this “early warning system” into
consideration as early as the product development process.

417-1

102-11
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We exert influence on our suppliers using a comprehensive materials de
claration system and we evaluate their ability to provide transparency about
ingredients in supplier certification and supplier audits.

302-1, 302-3

ENERGY

We take numerous measures to reduce our energy consumption—namely at
a global level. At our main production site in Lübeck, we operate our own
gas-powered combined heat and power plant. In addition, we have concluded
an agreement with Entsorgungsbetriebe Lübeck, the municipal waste
management company, to use heat from previously unused gas from the local
Niemark waste disposal site, which is now used to generate heat and
electricity in a specially constructed plant. All of the power that we supply to
our production plant in Blyth, UK, and to our sales subsidiaries in Norway and
the Netherlands is already generated from renewable sources. Energy audits
have been conducted for our German companies as well as for those in
the UK, France, and the Czech Republic in accordance with the European
Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) and potentials for improvement
determined. In the period under review, our energy consumption fell by
approximately 3 percent compared with the previous year.
We take environmental aspects into consideration when it comes to new
investment projects. At its headquarters in Lübeck, Dräger built new pro
duction facilities in 2015 and 2016 that boast a number of major environ
mental advantages. The new buildings’ energy consumption values are
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION*
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Energy intensity
in proportion to net sales
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* The data was consolidated globally according to the information provided by the subsidiaries.
In individual cases, estimates were used.
** Under the key figure ‚heat‘ we summarize the consumption values from natural gas, oil and
district heating. Oil and district heating are in the low single-digit percentage range.

20 percent to 50 percent lower than those stipulated in statutory energy
standards. A heat recovery plant reduces exhaust losses by roughly 75
percent. A photovoltaic system generates up to 250 kWp (kilowatt peak) in
renewable power. The buildings are fitted with LED lighting, which can be
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controlled depending on the time of day and occupancy of rooms. The
high-bay warehouse features the latest conveyor technology, making it
particularly energy efficient. In addition, there is no longer any need for
transportation between separate production sites. Energy-efficient ventilation
was also installed in existing production buildings as part of the project.
TRANSPORT

The emissions given off by the transport processes in distribution logistics,
and business trips and company cars are the result of burning fuel. As
depicted in the figure on the right, the proportion of transport-related
CO2 emissions exceeds the amount of emissions resulting from energy
consumption at the Dräger locations.
To avoid business travel, Dräger relies on the “Skype for Business” video
conferencing system, which is used by over 10,000 employees worldwide.
Dräger systematically encourages electromobility. For example, the members
of the Executive Board all drive fully electric company cars, while managers
in Germany are able to choose a zero-emission vehicle as their company car.
Dräger provides 40 charging stations at company headquarters in Lübeck.
The vehicle fleet at Dräger’s Lübeck site also includes electric vehicles and
electric bicycles. Since mid-2018, we have been making reports available to
all drivers of conventional company cars in Germany about their personal fuel
consumption with vehicle-specific comparison values as well as information
about “saving while driving” in order to increase awareness for energy-
efficient driving. To date, however, our consumption figures have not fallen
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GLOBALE CO 2-EMISSIONS*
t
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Business Travel
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* The data was consolidated globally according to the information provided by the subsidiaries. In
individual cases, estimates were used. We have succeeded in improving the accuracy of the
calculated emissions from purchased electricity and air travel since the 2017 report by basing them
on country- and/or provider-specific emission factors related to power generation as well as the
annually updated emission factors for air travel provided by the UK’s Department for Environment,
Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA).

significantly. We are therefore catching up on our announced support for
climate protection projects as soon as we achieve savings. We have also
launched programs to reduce company car emissions in England, France, and
the Netherlands.
EMISSIONS

Air emissions from Dräger sites are primarily the result of the power supply. CO2
emissions are considered to be the most relevant. Their total amounted to

305-1 to 305-4
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percent per year from 2015. Dräger is committed to this global goal and would
like to make an appropriate contribution. Unlike in the prior year, this figure is
now stated in absolute rather than net-sales-related terms so as to better
correspond with global requirements.
When calculating emissions, indirect emissions are also taken into account
alongside direct emissions from the burning of energy sources and fuels in company cars (scope 1). Indirect emissions result from purchasing electric energy
(scope 2) and from business trips and central distribution logistics (scope 3),
and are calculated using a transparent method. Since 2009, Dräger has been
disclosing its annual climate data as part of the CDP Supply Chain Program
(formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project).

107,881 tonnes in 201715 (2016: 108,722 tonnes). As a result, the revenue-
related CO2 intensity fell to 41.9 t/ EUR million (2016: 43.1 t/ EUR million).
At a global level, Dräger has set itself the five-year goal of reducing its CO2
e missions by 11 percent compared with the benchmark year of 2015.
This goal is based on the climate goal of the United Nations to reduce
global warming to significantly below 2 degrees Celsius. According to scientific
studies, it will be necessary to cut back net emissions of global greenhouse
gases to zero by 2060. This calculates to a reduction of an average of 2.2
15

Data for each period is available in May of the following year.

Between 2015 and 2017, Dräger reduced its direct and indirect CO2 emissions
by 10.7 percent, placing the company well on target. In 2017, reductions in
energy, vehicle use, and business travel were offset by an increase in goods
distribution due to a higher transport volume and the change in central dis
tribution logistics, which led to a higher share of goods transported by air during the initial phase of the program. The effects continued to be felt in 2018.
Dräger does not generate any hazardous air emissions that would need
to be recorded in the European Pollutant Emission Register (EPER). The
installation and service work carried out in most areas of production
does not release any pollutants into the air. Cleaning agents, adhesives,
and coatings containing solvents are only used at a handful of production
sites.
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VOLUME OF WASTE*
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WATER CONSUMPTION*
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WASTE

Most waste from our production processes and other activities can be
categorized as harmless and is recyclable. The main waste categories are
cardboard/paper, metals, lime, and typical household trash.
We regularly review our waste disposal processes in internal and external
environmental audits to ensure that we are in compliance with the law.
Professional waste-disposal companies recycle or dispose of all of our waste
locally. At our most important production site in Lübeck, this task is
performed by “Dräger Abfallwirtschaftsverband w.V.”, which is a certified

0

Water consumption
per employee
2016

Water consumption in
proportion to sales
2017

2018 (provisionally)

* The data was consolidated globally according to the information provided by the
subsidiaries. In individual cases, estimates were used.

waste management company. 3,819 t of waste (46 t, or 1.2 percent, less than
in the previous year) was produced in Lübeck in 2018. The recycling rate
was 94.7 percent (2017: 96.8 percent). Global waste volumes increased
slightly by 1.7 percent and sales-related by 0.9 percent. In terms of the
number of employees, by contrast, the volume of waste fell by 3 percent.
WATER

We predominantly source our water from the municipal water supply and use
it primarily for sanitation purposes. Larger quantities of process water are
used regularly in only a handful of production areas, such as in the manufac-

303-1
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turing of soda lime and particle filters. Extensive closed-loop circulation and
efficiency-enhancing measures have enabled us to reduce water consumption
by approximately 18 percent since 2015. In 2018, consumption rose by
7 percent compared with the previous year, as the production of filter paper
increased significantly. No wastewater is disposed of directly in bodies of
water. To the extent necessary, it is purified at water treatment plants and
disposed of in the municipal sewage system.

102-9

4.2 OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

At Dräger, the strategic purchasing department is responsible for the pro
curement of all materials and services at the production sites, from plastic
and machining parts, electronics, sensors, modules, and complex mecha
tronic systems, to IT services, fleet management, and development services.
Dräger’s production has a mostly low (medical devices) to medium (medical
components and safety technology) level of vertical integration. This means
that we buy most of our materials as semi-finished products or, as in Accessories & Consumables and to enhance our portfolio, as finished products as
well. Total purchasing volume stood at EUR 1,306 million in the reporting
period (2017: EUR 1,154 million), attributable to production materials for
mechanics (approximately 23 percent) and electronics (approximately
23 percent), finished products for portfolio enhancement (approximately
13 percent), and the indirect area of non-production materials (approximately
34 percent) and IT (approximately 7 percent).
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PROCUREMENT STRUCTURE—PRODUCTION MATERIALS
AND FINISHED PRODUCTS IN PERCENT
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The bulk of the production materials and finished products is purchased for
our European locations (85 percent). The locations in the Americas and Asia
account for 10 percent and 5 percent respectively. We strive to source
supplies for our production sites from regional providers wherever possible.
OUR SUPPLIER REQUIREMENTS

Business partners and suppliers at Dräger are subject to standardized
processes of approval, monitoring, development, and termination. At the
heart of every partnership is a standardized contract that contains a supplier
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code of conduct (supplier CoC). Available in a variety of languages, the
supplier CoC creates a binding foundation for our partnership.

408-1
409-1
414-1

414-1
308-1

It is embedded within the supplier approval process and contains specific
requirements on the topics of:
– child labor
– forced or compulsory labor
– discrimination
– corruption
– occupational health and safety
– environmental protection and materials conformity including
conflict minerals
The supplier CoC refers to the recognized guidelines of the International
 abour Organisation (ILO) Conventions and OECD guidelines, among other
L
standards.
By the end of 2018, we had raised the production material purchasing
volume covered by a supplier CoC to 73 percent (2017: 54 percent), thereby
significantly exceeding our target of 60 percent. In total, 379 suppliers (2017:
241) have signed the supplier CoC.
For 2019, we plan to stabilize the coverage rate at around 75 percent.
SUPPLIER APPROVAL

Every new Strategic Purchasing supplier goes through a globally standardized
approval process featuring an automated partner screening that checks

p otential business partners for sanctions or criminal activities, to name a few
examples. Further steps towards approval are only undertaken if the supplier
passes the test.
The approval processes is broadened to include an extensive supplier
questionnaire if the partnership covers quality-relevant components or
services—those that directly or indirectly influence the functionality of our
products. It also contains questions on the topics of occupational safety and
environmental protection, among other things. In a subsequent approval audit,
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we review the information from the questionnaire and the available contract.
The supplier receives final approval following a positive supplier audit yet may
be subject to restrictions and defined corrective measures.
CONTINUOUS MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT OF SUPPLIERS

We assess every approved supplier within the scope of standardized processes
according to qualitative and quantitative criteria. These include quality
performance, delivery performance, sales, and product characteristics. The
regional classification or specific indications pointing to a failure to comply
with applicable standards also play a decisive role in the quantitative assessment. Due to the ILO’s analyses and statistics on the issues of child labor and
forced labor, we pay special attention to monitoring suppliers in potentially
endangered countries.
The sum of these factors and figures leads to an overall evaluation which
determines whether the supplier is potentially risky. Should this be the case,
we agree on measures such as an intensification of supplier monitoring, a
monitoring audit, or the amendment of the contract.
Compliance with the requirements set out in the supplier CoC is an essential
component of all audits. If we identify any deviations, they can have a range of
different consequences. We usually set binding deadlines for the supplier to
correct their shortcomings. The implementation of these corrective measures
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SUPPLIER AUDITS CARRIED OUT
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is monitored by the relevant auditor. In the event of major deviations, the
supplier can be blocked. In 2018, we did not ascertain any breaches of the
supplier CoC. As a result, we did not end our collaboration with any suppliers.
SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT

Dräger has been running a comprehensive supplier development program
since 2012. We accompany suppliers for approximately two years in order
to improve issues such as quality, delivery reliability, or collaboration. This
intense exchange has led to examples of improvements that have affected
factors such as sustainability. The entire supplier development program is
slated for expansion and enhancement next year. Plans include offering
sub-supplier management in the new version.
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4.3 SOCIAL COMMITMENT

We would like to make life a little bit better every day—namely beyond our
technology. This is why we are involved with many different causes, to which
we make donations in cash and in kind. Dräger is also committed to social
projects and activities around the world. Our medical and safety products give
us the opportunity to help people in need, reduce suffering, and make rescue
workers’ jobs easier.
Dräger predominantly supports projects in the fields of education and
social causes. We also provide humanitarian aid to crisis areas and help our
employees to get involved with social causes themselves. We place special
value on sustainability. Ideally, the projects are connected to our business
activities and our guiding philosophy, “Technology for Life.”
There are risks associated with making donations, which can be misused as
a means of corruption. This is why donations from Dräger are subject to strict
stipulations and principles that are in line with compliance management.
Grants are principally made independently of Dräger’s procurement decisions
and sales business. Pursuant to the separation principle, we do not combine
charitable donations with business purposes. In accordance with the
documentation principle, all donations are set out clearly and detailed in
writing.
Our Donation Directive ensures that donation inquiries are handled
consistently. Donations may only be approved if they comply with our funding
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criteria. Other factors also have to be taken into account when it comes to
donations in kind.
Donations may only be made to organizations that are entitled to receive
donations, which must use them for scientific, non-profit, or charitable
purposes. It is not permitted to make donations to natural persons or private
individuals. Cash donations may only be paid into the donations or
external-funds accounts of non-profit organizations.
Donations in kind must pass over into the control of the administration of the
non-profit organization and may not benefit individual persons. Before we
donate any devices, we contact the subsidiary or the representative in the
target country. We must ensure that the donation will not interfere with any
potential business activities and that the device donated will receive sufficient
service in its country of destination to ensure that the recipient is truly able to
properly use our “Technology for Life.”
WE SUPPORT EDUCATION, YOUTH, AND RESEARCH

The non-profit Dräger Foundation, established in 1974 by Dr. Heinrich Dräger, sponsors science and research in a variety of fields in accordance with
the objectives of the foundation, such as in the fields of education, economic
and social systems, or medicine. The foundation selects appropriate projects
that fulfill the requirement of benefiting the public good and comply with the
foundation’s objectives.
On the part of the company, we start out from regional kindergartens and
schools. We therefore support projects such as the international technology
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We provide financial support to organizations and societies that help children
and teenagers. In 2018, for example, we provided financial support to
“Bilinguale Erziehung in Lübeck gGmbH” (bilingual education in Lübeck,
Germany). We also regularly work with the “Agentur für soziale Koopera
tionen” (agency for social cooperation) in order to achieve a twofold effect
when we make donations: We buy furniture or toys that are manufactured in
sheltered workshops and donate them to social organizations.
This year, our efforts helped support the “AWO” women’s shelter and the
Ronald McDonald House in Lübeck.
WE PROVIDE DEVELOPMENT AID AND DISASTER RELIEF

competition “Formula 1 in Schools” or the “KiTec” project spearheaded by
“Wissensfabrik”, which aims to get children excited about science and
technology.
This educational collaboration is continued in the close work we do with
different universities and technical colleges, where we sponsor scientific
s tudies and research projects that are associated with our business areas.
We also award research prizes. For example, the Heinrich Dräger
Prize recognizes outstanding work and projects in the field of intensive
care.

We do our part to help rebuild hospitals located in disaster and crisis areas
by donating equipment. In situations like these, we want to be able to provide
aid quickly and with as little red tape as possible. At the end of 2017, a
fire destroyed a large part of the university hospital in Pointe-à-Pitre,
Guadeloupe, in the French Antilles. Following the fire, Dräger donated a
ventilator for infants.
Greece was also ravaged by a devastating wildfire in Mati, a coastal town east
of Athens. Dräger Greece supported firefighters and voluntary fire departments by donating 240 masks with additional replacement filters, 400 filter
masks, 22 helmets, and 2 respiratory protection devices.
Another example of our donations can be found in Indonesia, where we provided victims financial support through the organization Kompas Humanitarian Fund following a series of earthquakes on the island of Lombok.
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We also help with medical care in hospitals in developing and newly
industrialized countries, regardless of the latest natural disasters. In the past
few years, for instance, we have donated anesthesia machines to Eritrea,
incubators to Bosnia-Herzegovina, and emergency care ventilators to Syria.
WE SUPPORT SOCIALLY COMMITTED EMPLOYEES

We are delighted every time an employee makes a commitment to society,
whether their focus is the kindergarten around the corner or a school in
Cameroon. We aim to support them in their work. We give employees time
off for their volunteer work in volunteer fire departments, in rescue services,
or in social projects abroad. We offer our employees a platform for their projects: On the company intranet and in the employee newspaper, they have the
opportunity to get other employees interested and make calls for donations.
The company itself also provides financial support. In order to receive that
support, employees can submit their projects within the scope of the Dräger
Donation Directive.

|

4. WE RESPECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

GRI CONTENT INDEX
AND SDG-ALIGNMENT
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

102-55

GRI content index
Indicator

Name of indicator

Page

102-1
102-2
102-3
102-4
102-5
102-6
102-7
102-8
102-9
102-10

Name of the organization
Activities, brands, products, and services
Location of headquarters
Location of operations
Ownership and legal form
Markets served
Scale of the organization
Information on employees and other workers
Supply chain
Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

12
12, 45
12
12
13
12
14
14
63
13

102-11
102-12
102-13
102-14
102-15
102-16
102-17
102-18
102-20
102-40
102-41
102-42
102-43
102-44

Precautionary Principle or approach
External initiatives
Membership of associations
Statement from senior decision-maker
Key impacts, risks, and opportunities
Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior
Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics
Governance structure
Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, and social topics
List of stakeholder groups
Collective bargaining agreements
Identifying and selecting stakeholders
Approach to stakeholder engagement
Key topics and concerns raised

58
35
16
4
9
39
41-42
15
9
18
34
18
19, 49
19, 49

Notes/reasons for omission

Note: Disclosures for the organization only.
There were no significant changes in the supply chain.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI CONTENT INDEX (CONTINUATION)
Indicator

Name of indicator

Page

102-45
102-46
102-47
102-48

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements
Defining report content and topic Boundaries
List of material topics
Restatements of information

13
21
22-23
--

102-49

Changes in reporting

--

102-50
102-51
102-52
102-53
102-54
102-55
102-56
103-1

Reporting period
Date of most recent report
Reporting cycle
Contact point for questions regarding the report
Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards
GRI content index
External assurance
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundaries

7
76
7
76
7
70
7
various

103-2

The management approach and its components

various

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

various

Notes/reasons for omission

Note: Some environmental key figures are provisional and will be
adjusted depending on availability. Parental leave at Dräger: The
figures for 2017 had to be corrected compared with the previous
year‘s report because the quotas for women and men were reversed.
Note: No new materiality analysis was performed; therefore,
there have been no changes.

Note: This information can be found at the beginning of each
chapter in the section “Bringing sustainability to life: concepts,
targets, and key performance indicators”.
Note: This information can be found at the beginning of each
chapter in the section “Bringing sustainability to life: concepts,
targets, and key performance indicators”.
Note: This information can be found at the beginning of each
chapter in the section “Bringing sustainability to life: concepts,
targets, and key performance indicators”.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI CONTENT INDEX (CONTINUATION)
Indicator

Name of indicator

Page

201-1
204-1
205-1
205-2
301-2
301-3

Direct economic value generated and distributed
Proportion of spending on local suppliers
Operations assessed for risks related to corruption
Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures
Recycled input materials used
Reclaimed products and their packaging materials

52
63
43
43
58
57

302-1
302-3
303-1
305-1

Energy consumption within the organization
Energy intensity
Interactions with water as a shared resource
Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

59
59
62
60

305-2
305-3
305-4
306-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions
Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions
GHG emissions intensity
Waste by type and disposal method

61
61
61
62

308-1
401-1

New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria
New employee hires and employee turnover

64
30

Notes/reasons for omission

Note: The volume of the products taken back by the disassembly
center in Lübeck has been reported. Due to the long service
life of the devices, stating a percentage would not provide
conclusive information.
Note: Disclosures in MWh instead of joules

Note: Greenhouse gases other than CO2 are not emitted on a
relevant scale. Separate disclosures on biogenic CO2 emissions
are not available.

Note: Disclosures on disposal method and classification as
hazardous/non-hazardous waste have not been internationally
harmonized and have therefore not been stated.
Note: Information on new employees and turnover by age,
gender, and/or region is not available.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI CONTENT INDEX (CONTINUATION) 
Indicator

401-2

Name of indicator


Page

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary 	
31
or part-time employees
401-3
Parental leave
32
402-1
Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes
30
			
			
403-2
Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation
28
			
403-4
Worker participation, consultation, and communication on 	
28
occupational health and safety
404-2
Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs
53
404-3
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career 	
54
development reviews
405-1
Diversity of governance bodies and employees 	
34
405-2
Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men
36
			
			
406-1
Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken 	
36
407-1
Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association 	
33
and collective bargaining may be at risk		
408-1
Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor
37, 64
			
			

Notes/reasons for omission

Note: Disclosures for Germany only.
Note: Disclosures for Germany only.
Note: We use internal employee surveys to evaluate our labor/
management relations. The issue of minimum notice periods is 	
governed by law in Germany.
Note: Information has so far not been gathered on a 
comprehensive basis.
Note: Disclosures for Germany only.

Note: Global breakdown by age groups not available.
Note: Dräger Germany is bound by collective agreements. 
As a result, women and men are covered by the same pay 	
scales. The information is not recorded globally.
Note: Disclosures are available for Germany and parts of 	
Europe. The information is not recorded for suppliers.
Note: We do not believe that any of our locations are at a 	
significantly high risk; suppliers are bound by our code of 	
conduct.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI CONTENT INDEX (CONTINUATION)
Indicator

Name of indicator

Page

Notes/reasons for omission

409-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced
or compulsory labor		

37, 64

Note: We do not believe that any of our locations are at a
significantly high risk; suppliers are bound by our code of
conduct.

412-3

Significant investment agreements and contracts that include human
rights clauses or that underwent human rights screening
New suppliers that were screened using social criteria
Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories
Requirements for product and service information and labeling
Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy
and losses of customer data

37

414-1
416-1
417-1
418-1

64
48
58
50
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SDG-ALIGNMENT

Alignment with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
In 2016, the United Nations adopted 17 Sustainable Development Goals designed to strike a balance between economic
advancement and social and environmental factors. As part of society, we aim to do our part to master global challenges and
create a livable future together. Our business and sustainability activities can therefore also be assigned to the goals of the
United Nations.
OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Our material topics

Supported SDG

Our material topics

Occupational health and safety

Product responsibility

Labor practices

Economic performance

Human rights

Training and education

Ethics and integrity

Environmental protection

Prevention of corruption and
anti-competitive behavior

Supply chain

Dual-use products and arms

Social commitment

Supported SDG

102-51, 102-53
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IMPRINT

Imprint
This report is available in German and English. In case of any discrepancies
between the German and English versions, the German version shall prevail.

DRÄGERWERK AG & CO. KGAA

Moislinger Allee 53-55
23558 Lübeck
Germany
www.draeger.com
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

Tel. +49 451 882-3202
INVESTOR RELATIONS

Tel. +49 451 882-2685

For questions concerning our Sustainability Report, please send an email to:
sustainability@draeger.com
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